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REPORT.
Thr Board of Foreign. Missions of the Reformed Church in 
America respectfully presents to the General Synod the following 
Report of the forty-fifth year of its existence, and twentieth year of 
separate and independent action :
MEMBERS AND OFFICERS OF THU BOARD. x
At the first meeting of the Board, held on June 22. 1876, the 
death of Sanlord Cobb, Esq., the Vice-President, was announced, 
and the following minute_was adopted and entered upon the records :
“ The Board of Foreign Missions has heard, with regret and sor­
row, of the death of its Vice-President, Sanford Cobb, Esq. In 
c o m m o n  with all the benevolent societies of the Church of Christ, 
this Board is greatly indebted to the counsel and effotts and liber­
ality of our Christian business men. A m o n g  them, Mr. Cobb held 
a prominent position. His valuable services have been enjoyed by 
this department of the work of the Church since 1858. W h e n ,  in 
that year, the Reformed Church undertook the management and 
support of its Missions, w e  were without experience, and it was of 
the greatest importance that the enterprise should be entrusted to 
me n  whose character and ability would command on the one hand 
the confidence of the Church, and insure on the other hand, so far 
as human influence could, the success of the work. Mr. Cobb was 
one of the first selected as a member of the Board. His hearty 
and intelligent attachment, for m a n y  years, to the cause of Foreign 
Missions, his high Christian character and his superior wisdom, 
commended him for the position. H e  was at once made a member 
of the Executive Committee, and in 1865 became its Chairman and 
Vice-President of the Board, in the place of Mr. William B. Crosby. 
During a large portion of the past eleven years, Mr. Cobb has been 
the acting President of the Board, while Dr. Thomas D e  Witt was
failing through age. While giving his personal attention faithfully 
to the affairs of the Board and performing promptly the duties of 
his offices, and rendering service of the highest value, he gave con­
stantly and most generously for the support of the Missions. A n d  
n o w  this Board heartily records upon its minutes its high apprecia­
tion of these years of Christian fidelity and philanthropy. W e  are 
thankful that the good Lord prolonged this useful life to more than 
three score and ten years, and gave to us so large a portion of its 
ripe experience and the fellowship of its matured piety.”
A t  the meeting of October 11th, the Rev. E. P. Terhune, D. D., 
wh o  was about to visit Europe, with the expectation of making his 
home there for some time, tendered his resignation. It was ac­
cepted, and the Rev. Chester'D. Hartranft, D. D., was elected to 
fill the vacancy. The Hon. D. P. Ingraham was elected at the first 
meeting of the Board to fill the place of Sanford Cobb, Esq., on the 
Executive Committee, and the Committee made him its Chairman. 
A t  the same meeting of the Board, Theodore L. Mason, M. D., was 
elected to the office of Vice-President. A t  the meeting held on 
October 11th, 1876, A. V. W .  V a n  Vechten, Esq. resigned the 
position of Treasurer pro tem., and Mr. Gamaliel G. Smith ■was 
elected Treasurer. '
AGENCIES EMPLOYED.
The returned missionaries, Rev. Jared W .  Scudder, M. D., and 
Ezekiel C. Scudder, M. D., have visited the Churches as often as 
they have had the opportunity, and have presented the condition 
and wants of the great field before us, and the success which has 
attended missionary effort, especially in India.
The intelligence received from the Missions has been promptly 
published in the columns of the Christian Intelligencer and of the 
Sewer and Gospel Field. Feeling the importance of reaching the 
members of the' Churches, as widely as possible, with information 
respecting the work entrusted to our care, and in relation to sys­
tematic benevolence, the Board has printed or purchased and circu­
lated 700 copies of a tract entitled So M a n y  Calls, 9,000 of a tract 
entitled So Much To D o  At Home (printed by permission of the 
American Board), nearly 12,000 of the tract Our Foreign Missions, 
500 of Dr. Treat’s paper read before the Annual Meeting of the
American Board, on the Missionary Consecration of Pastors; 1,000 
of Dr. Clark’s paper, read at the same meeting, on a Century of 
Christian Progress, and 1,500 copies of the Centennial Discourse 
on Foreign Missions, by Rev. William R. Duryee, D. D. These 
papers have been circulated at an expense of $176 75 for printing, 
and $30 22 for postage— in all, $206 97.
The Board is constrained to reiterate the statements presented 
'n its last Report, in relation to the dissemination of missionary in­
telligence and the reasons for a persistent, generous support of Mis­
sions to the heathen. W e  feel the need of a publication that can 
be furnished at so moderate a price that it can be subscribed for by 
every family of the denomination, or that can be purchased by the 
hundred copies by nearly every congregation, and generally distrib­
uted. W e  incline more and more, as our experience grows, to­
wards the publication of a monthly paper. W e  gratefully acknowl­
edge our indebtedness to the pastors who have faithfully and with 
earnestness brought this great business hom e  to the hearts and con­
sciences of their people, but it is from m a n y  of these very m e n  that 
w e  receive frequent and urgent requests for intelligence in such a 
form that it can be' put in the hands of every family under their 
care. It was these pastors chiefly who ordered and distributed the 
nearly 12,000 copies of che tract. Our Foreign Missions, within less 
than two months of the past year. A n d  w e  believe that the large 
majority of them desire a cheap monthly publication.
RE-ENFORCEMKNTS.
. It was reported to the last Synod that the Rev. James L. Amer- 
ma n  had been commissioned as a missionary to Japan. W e  have 
now only to mention that Mr. A  merman reached Yoko h a m a  in July 
last, and is engaged in the work to which he was especially ap­
pointed.
W e  refer with sadness to the steady diminution of our missionary 
force in India and China. Our weakness a year ago awakened 
within us serious apprehensions, but w e  are weaker to-day. The 
Rev. E. C. Scudder, M. D., left India in April of last year, and ar­
rived here in September, to remain with us as an American pastor. 
Of some other brethren w ho have returned to us to recruit, there is 
some doubt whether they will be able to go back to the Missions.
These vacancies could be filled; there are brethren who have inti­
mated to us their willingness to occupy them, but the income of the 
Treasury from the contributions of the Churches has been so re­
duced, and the responses to our appeals are so infrequent in n u m ­
ber and so sadly diminished in the amount remitted, that w e  have 
not felt the Board to be authorized to offer a commission to any ap­
plicant. Our small force on the field constantly entreats us to send 
the help that is imperatively necessary if our work is to be main­
tained only at its present standard. It is extremely painful to be 
compelled to constantly postpone a reply to these entreaties, but 
unless our revenues are increased no re-enforcement can be c o m ­
missioned by us. To what a mere handful our body of missionaries 
is reduced appears in the reports of the Missions presented on sub­
sequent pages. The attention of the General Synod is respectfully 
called especially to the decrease of our force in India and China, 
and w e  suggest the propriety of sending to the Classes, with all the 
weight of the authority and influence of the highest judicatory of the 
Church, a paper urging the necessity of giving such relief to the 
Treasury, on which the Missions of the Church depend, that it m a y  
be possible to send forth additional laborers, for unless a re-enforce­
ment is sent before long, the existence of our Missions in India and 
China will be imperilled.
S U R V E Y  O F  T H E  M I S S I O N S .
THE AMOY MISSION, CHINA.
(Organized in 1844.)
The Mission occupies the following cities: Amoy, population 
200,000; Chio-be, population, 60,000; Chiang-chiu, population 
60,000; and Tong an, population 60,000. The territory traversed 
by the missionaries and native helpers, being between 50 and 60 
miles in length and from 7 to 14 miles in breadth, has a population 
of more than three millions of souls, including that of the cities al­
ready mentioned.
The Rev. Leonard ~W. Kip reports as follows, in behalf of the 
Mission:
I now send the Report of the A m o y  Mission for the year 1876.
Missionaries.— Revs. J. V. N. Talmage, D.D . ; Leonard W . 
Kip, and D. Rapalje (until M a y  11th, when he left for the United 
States.)
Assistant Missionaries.— Mrs. Mary E. Talmage, Mrs. Helen 0. 
Kip, Miss Mary E. Talmage, and Miss H. M. V a n  Doren (until 
March 13th, when she left for the United States).
Native Pastors.— Revs. lap Han-chiong (of 2nd Church Amoy), 
Chhoa Thian-khit (of 1st Church Amoy), Tiong lu-li (of Church at 
Chioh-be).
Other Native Preachers, 11. The one reported last year as seri­
, ously ill, died February 20th. Another preacher’s name has been, 
dropped'from the list, as he has gone with his family to Formosa, 
and his return is uncertain.
Christian School-teachers, 5 ; Theological Students, 5 ; Organized 
Churches, 7 ; Regular preaching places, 16 ; Schools (including one 
girls’ school), 6.
The Churches under the care of the English Presbyterian Mis­
sion are united with ours in one Classis or Tai-hoey. They are, 
therefore, as usual, included in the Statistical Table, which is as fol­
lows :
A M O Y  M I S S I O N S  O F  T H E  R E F O R M E D  C H U R C H  I N  A M E R I C A  
A N D  T H E  P R E S B Y T E R I A N  C H U R C H  I N  E N G L A N D .
Statistics for 1876. *
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First A m o y ............. 2 1 1 91 2 4 13 7 279 52Second “ ............ 7 3 G 131 6 7 31 30 288 99’Chioh-he 1 ............. 4 3 3 2 84 11 8 109 35O-kang2 .............. 18 71 3 0 13 47 20Hong-san V . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1 74 4 5 154 08Tong-an 1 '............. 1 1 43 6 1 26 53Chiang-chiu 4 ......... :. 31 1 1 97 7 7 62 94
Total, Am. Ref. Mission.... 63 7 7 5 4 591 39 30 37 $968 61
Peh-chui-ia ” . . . . . . . . . . . . 6 10 2 88 5 5 150 65Ma-peng 3 ............. 4 39 4 115 18 152 96Ki-hoey 1 ..... ......... 11 8 53 4 65 10Kio-lai6 ......... ..... 30 7 120 1 99Liong-bun-si2 . . . . . . . . . . . 3 29 2 104 18 2 62 25E-mung-kang............ 3 1 31 2 51 60An-hai2 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 6 2 3 96 7 65 33Chin-chew 1 ............ 10 2 1 51 3 14 48 63
Total, Eng. Pres. Mission... 70 41 60 12 658 58 21 695 52
Total, both Missions...... . 133 48 07 5 16 1241 97 51 37 $1664 13
1 Has two preaching places. 3 Has four preaching places.
2 Has three “ . “ 4 Has five ‘‘ “
5 Has’six preaching places.
The Table of Statistics shows 63 additions on confession. The 
net increase of membership is 54. A s  contrasted with ISfS, when 
but 24 were received on confession, and the net increase was but 
2, this enlargement of the Church is a reason for devout thankful­
ness. Still, it will be noticed that about one-half were received in 
' the Chiang-chiu Church, and this Church, together with the O-kang 
Church, together have more than three-fourths of the entire n u m ­
ber. The other Churches remain much as during the previous 
year. The Hong-san Church has suffered from the absence of their 
stated preacher. Because of the hope of his speedy return from 
Formosa, no one else was put in charge. But now it is necessary 
to provide a successor, under whose care, with the Divine blessing, 
w e  m a y  hope lor better things. The Tong-an Church has had a 
resident preacher for the latter half of the year, but the fruits of in­
creased care are not yet apparent. A  very worldly spirit pervades 
the Church, and calls for painful cases of discipline. Chioh-be, too, 
with its out-stations, has not shared the happiness of Chiang-chiu, 
only 12 miles away. Of the two A m o y  Churches, the Second 
' shows the most signs of life. The increased attendance ^  the 
meetings during the week of prayer encourages a hope that they 
are beginning to awake to their need of the Spirit’s help.
Three ne w  chapels have been opened during the year. On e  is 
on Little Q u e m o y  Island. T w o  of those received by the O-kang 
Church were the first fruits from this island. The second ne w  sta­
tion is Poa-tau, a day’s journey to the north of Tong-an, and a fine 
centre for a populous valley. A s  yet, w e  can only note that the 
“ Strong M a n ” is feeling that he can no longer keep his goods in 
peace, as shown by the stones thrown at the chapel and the slan­
derous reports circulated. There is no nucleus of Christians about 
w h o m  others m a y  gather.
■ Such is not the case at our third ne w  chapel. This is at Tian-po, 
which is a busy market-town, about 7 miles beyond Chiang-chiu. 
Here are four members, who were baptized at Chiang-chiu. In this 
connection, I m a y  mention that w e  have moved form our retired po­
sition in the village of O-pi, on A m o y  Island, to a larger building 
on the main road in the neighboring village-of Kis-tau. The sta­
tion of Toa-o, about 30 miles W .  S. W .  from Chiang-chiu, w e  are 
trying to m o v e  to Sio-khey, in the plain below. The opposition to
our occupying a house that we  have rented is such that the case 
has been brought before the authorities, and is still pending. Only 
two were received in that region dining the year. Great caution is 
 ^ needful, lest unworthy members be received, to be (as at Chatau- 
' po) a cause of after trouble.
'During the year, w e  have received valuable aid from Pastor lap, 
of the Second Church. His assistance in visiting the stations is 
more than ever appreciated since Mr. Rapalje left us.
Besides the schools of the two A m o y  Churches, there have been 1 
three country schools, viz: A t  Uhioh-be? Te-soa, and Kang-tau. 
Of these country schools, the last is the only one that will probably 
be continued this year. But in the place of Chioh-be and Te-soa, 
w e  expect schools at Tong-an and Kio-tau. H o w  to care for the 
children of the Church and yet not waste a teacher’s strength on 5 
or 6 scholars, is one of the questions that now perplex us. A n ­
other question is, ho w  to got proper teachers. Beth of these trou­
bles will become smaller as the Church grows larger. ~
The meetings for w o m e n  have been held, as heretofore, weekly, 
viz: With the w o m e n  of the First"Church by Mrs. Talmage, and 
of the Second Church by Mrs. Kip. Mrs. Talmage also has a meet­
ing at her house, weekly, for the Kolongsu women. These meet­
ings are a powerful auxiliary to the regular preaching of the W o r d  
in the Churches, as preparing the w o m e n  to take a more intelligent 
part, and in fitting them for greater usefulness among their friends 
and neighbors. .
The old edition of the Forms being exhausted, a new edition has 
been prepared and published in colloquial, at a cost of $50 for 500 
copies, unbound; copies being bound when required. The only 
other item in this department is our contribution towards cutting 
new blocks for the h y m n  book which is used by all the Churches.
In a review of the year, we  see much to encourage us. It is- 
true that several of the Churches are languishing, but their case is 
no worse than that of the Chiang-chiu Church not more than two 
years ago. A n d  as Go d  has been merciful to that Church, w h y  not 
to these others also ?
The increase at Chiang-chiu has been chiefly from m e n  of the 
neighboring villages, who come to worship at the chapel in the city 
Thus m a n y  villages are being leavened with the Gospel, and the
influence of the Church is spreading. W e  hope that the Lord has 
a great work for this Church to do, and that he is preparing his peo­
ple for it. The region beyond is rich in promise, and w e  long for 
the day when w e  shall see it filled with Gospel centres. That the 
O-kang Church has also partaken of G o d ’s saving grace is a cause 
of thanksgiving, as well as hope that it m a y  be preparatory to a 
greater work among the man y  villages< of A m o y  Island.
W e  begin the n ew year with increased hopes of better things to 
come. Pray for us, that these hopes m a y  not be disappointed, hut 
that the next yearly report m a y  tell of greater enlargement, through 
the abounding mercy of the Lord to His Church.
t h e  w o m e n ’s m e e t i n g s . ■
Mrs. M. E. Talmage reports :
It has been m y  privilege to meet very regularly with the w o m e n  
of the First Church of Am o y ,  on Fridays. Except in unfavorable 
weather, the attendance during the past year has varied from 13, 
the lowest number, to 28, the highest number at any time present. 
Fifteen can read the Romanized Colloquial, and a few of these also 
read the Chinese character. The first part of the year, we  read to­
gether some of the Epistles of Paul, and those of the class w h o ' 
could, committed a portion*of the Psalms to recite to me. Alter 
the I-Ieidelbergh Catechism was printed, I thought it would be ben­
eficial to have that committed. W e  then read the Psalms together 
and had the recitation in the Catechism. I a m  very happy to re­
port that G of the class have memorized the whole, and w e  are now 
reviewing it with the proofs. A  number of the others have nearly 
completed it. I found by giving regular lessons, some of the more 
stupid ones became discouraged, so I now have each one to commit 
to memory as she has time or ability. The interest manifested in 
this lesson has pleased m e  much.
One young girl has been learning to read, and 1 hope ere long 
will be able to read with the class. This girl’s father was a 
“ helper,” who, some years ago, died a very happy death. She 
was adopted by one of the Christians, and in a large_ family she 
does all the cooking, washing of clothes, etc., so she has very little 
time for study.
M y  class on Kolongsu is not so large, and the proportion of read­
ers is much smaller. W e  have, for some time past, been reading 
the Gospel by Luke. W e  read the lesson twice, and then [ ques­
tion the w o m e n  on the portion read. Lately, some of our Amoy, 
members who can read have moved over to the island, and these 
form a pleasant addition to m y  class. A s  a result, w e  no w  have 
recitations after the lesson in the N e w  Testament. The w o m e n  
who do not read are those who think they are too old or too stupid 
to learn, and in years past w e  tried faithfully to teach some of these 
women, but without success. On e  who has never seen an ignorant 
w o m a n  in China can scarcely conceive any idea of the depth of her 
ignorance. W e  hope that Christians at home will remember these 
classes in their prayers.
THE GIRLS’ SCHOOL.
Miss Mary E. Talmage writes:
W e  have had a very good attendance through the year, having 
had 30 on our roll until within the last month or so, during which 
time 3 of our largest girls have loft to be married. T w o  of these 
. are already married, having married Helpers. The third is to be 
married in a week to a Christian man, a deacon in a country con­
gregation about 8 miles from A  moy. There is another girl, who 
has been in school ever since it was established, who also expects 
to leave us before the year closes, to follow the example thus set 
her. She also marries a Helper. These leave a great vacancy, as 
they are our oldest girls. Wi t h  one or two on the sick-list, w e  feel 
as if w e  were closing the year with a small school.
W e  expect, during the vacation, to go to some of the country 
stations to teach the women, and m a y  also find some recruits for 
our school. Already w e  have heard of two or three who are ex­
pecting to join when w e  open next term, and I hope by the time 
the vacation is over we  m a y  be able to commence with our full 
number.
In Miss Y a n  Doren’s report for last year, she wrote that the old­
est scholar was made teacher of the Chinese characters. She 
proved herself well capable of filling that position. The scholars 
studied hard and improved rapidly under her teaching. But just 
before the summer vacation her health failed, and what was still
tnore sad, her mind became seriously affected; so, of course, she 
had to give up teaching. She is n o w  almost, if not entirely, well, 
but w e  did not employ her again, as the doctor said it would be too 
m u c h  of a risk. W e  were very sorry indeed to lose her. He r  
place as teacher has, since September, been filled by a classmate of 
her’s, the daughter of the pastor of the Second Church of A m o y ,  a 
girl of 16 or 17. She was as far advanced in her studies as the 
former teacher, but was rather young for the position. Notwith- 
' standing this, she has succeeded very well.
A s  a rule, the Chinese girls marry as soon, often before, they are 
grown. O n  this account, I suppose w e  shall not be able to keep a 
young lady teacher very long. The former teacher is expecting to 
be married in a few weeks. This seems to be an unusual year for 
weddings.
S o m e  of our girls are very bright, and some are quite the con­
trary. One of the latter class joined us last September. She was 
14 years old, and could only count up to 6. She could count 5 
fingers on each hand, but could not count 10 on both hands. After 
being in school about 3 months, she left us, not able yet to read the 
Colloquial. The teaching she received could not have been all in 
i vain, for I think she went home able to count as far as 8 ! It is j not surprising that some of these girls are so stupid and ignorant. 
T o  any one acquainted with the w a y  in which the great majority of 
Chinese girls are trained, and the homes' in which they live, the 
wonder is that they k n o w  anything at all, o'r that they even live.
The last week was spent in the examinations. The girls studied 
very hard, preparing for it, so mu c h  so that w e  were afraid several 
of them would make themselves sick. The native pastor of the 
Second Church conducted the examination of the Chinese charac­
ters. H e  had also examined the boys’ school only a few days be­
fore, and he remarked that the girls did muc h  better than the boys, 
which pleased the former very much, especially as girls in China 
are considered of such little imp'ortance. The examination certainly 
did them credit. '
It brought to mind the great examination day, and the hope that 
each might be as well prepared to meet that. '
(Organized in 1854).
The Mission occupies:
The North Arcot District.— Area. 5,017 square miles; popula­
tion, 1,787,134.
The South Arcot District — Area, 4,07 6 square miles ; popula­
tion, 1,261,846.
The force engaged consists of
Missionaries.— Revs. John Scudder, M. D., Secretary and Treas­
urer of the Mission, Vellore; E. J. Heeren, Mudnwpilly ; John H. 
Wyckoff, Tindevanum,; and Henry M .  Scudder, M.D., Arcot. 
Revs. Jared W .  Scudder, M.D., E. C. Scudder, M.D., and Jacob 
Chamberlain, M.D., at present in this country.
Assistant Missionaries.— The wives of the Messrs. Scudder, Mrs. 
Chamberlain, Mrs. Heeren, Mrs. Wyckoff, Miss Martha J. Mande- 
ville, Chittoor; and Miss Josephine Chapin, at present in this 
country.
Native Pastors.— Revs. And r e w  Sawyer, Chittoor; Zechariah 
John, Arcot.
Native Helpers.— Catechists, 22 ; Assistant Catechists, 1; Read­
ers, 29; Schoolmasters, 13; Schoolmistresses, 9 ; . Colporteurs, 2 ; 
total, 76.
F O R E I G N  M I S S I O N S .
STATISTICAL TABI.K.
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780 778 232 846 195 219 31 1335 2390 2512 509 0 11
Rupees 509 in India are equal to about $284 TJ. S. currency. 
The Arcot Seminary ior boys, at Vellore, has 29 pupils.
The Girls’ Seminary, at Chittoor, has 42 pupils.
The Preparandi Class, at Arcot, has 10 pupils.
S T A T E  O F  T H E  C H U R C H E S .
ARCOT. _
H. M. Scudder, M.D., Medical Missionary, Mrs. Scudder, Assis­
tant Missionary ; Rev. Zechariah John, Native Pastor; Abraham 
Muni, Simon, John Peter, Catechists; John Simon, Samuel Zech­
ariah, Elijah, Suboo David, Readers ; Avoolamundrum, Schoolmas­
ter. •
Out Stations.— Manimuttu, Yagamoor, Kumalantangal, "Vellambi, 
Pudupakam.
The Rev. Zechariah John reports: I took charge of the Arcot 
Church in April last. Besides the regular services on the Lord's 
Day, two weekly prayer-meetings have been held at the houses of 
members, and a female prayer-meeting at m y  house. The Sunday 
School has been regularly kept up. and the boys have made satis­
factory progress in their Scripture lessons.
The statistics show a decrease of 59 souls in the congregation. 
This is owing to the fact that several families have removed from 
Arcot during the year, and connected themselves with other 
Churches, and seven members have died. I a m  happy to say that 
the members of the Church walk worthy of their vocation.
In regard to the congregations at the out stations, w e  feel both 
joy and sorrow. "
A t  Munimuttu there has been considerable Sabbath-breaking, so 
that I was obliged to suspend one of the communicants from 
church privileges. The congregation numbers 29, and has lost 2 
members by death during the year. In Yagamoor, it gives m e  
pleasure to be able to say that the majority of the congregation 
have made real progress in spiritual things. S o m e  of the baptized 
adults manifested a great desire to be admitted to the Lord’s sup­
per, but, as I found them very ignorant of the nature and meaning 
of the ordinance, I spent a long time in explaining it to them, and 
directed the Catechist to spend an hour or two daily in instructing 
them in this and other articles of our faith. In m y  succeeding 
visits I was happy to find that they had made great progress in the 
knowledge of these truths, and to know that their lives corres­
ponded with the faith they professed. Being well satisfied that
they were worthy to come to the Lord’s table, I admitted 15 of 
them, and baptized 3 heathen as Catechumgns. There are some 
heathen here, also, who are inquiring anxiously about the way. of 
salvation, and w e  trust the day is not far distant when w e  m a y  wel­
come them into our Church. The school in this village numbers 25 
scholars, and is in a very satisfactory condition. Of the Catechist,
I a m  glad to say that he is faithful and laborious in doing his work.
About the Kumalantangal congregation there is little of interest 
to report. . It numbers 25, and the school has been but poorly at­
tended, and that by very small children. Service on the Sabbath 
and catechetical instruction have been kept up regularly. •
A t  Vellambi. famine has been raging for the last few months^ 
and m a n y  of the people have deserted their village, and gone else­
where in search of food. S o m e  have been in such utter want that 
they have made raids upon the houses of the white ants, in order 
to get the food which the ants had so industriously stored up. 
Three members have left the congregation and joined the Church 
at Arcot. On e  has died. The school is doing well, and the chil­
dren have made commendable progress in their lessons. The Cat­
echist is a good man, and faithful in the discharge of his duties.
A t  Pudupakum, the Reader and the church members were in a 
state of enmity when I assumed charge of the congregation. O n  
investigating the matter I found both parties blamable, and admon­
ished them to be reconciled by forgiving one another’s fault. M y  
efforts were not in vain, and, in place of animosity and discord, 
peace and concord n o w  reign in the Church. I a m  sorry to note a 
neglect on the part of the parents in sending their children to 
school; I have advised them on this point, but, as yet, with little
effect. .
Street preaching has been maintained in Arcot, at the Hospital, 
and at five out stations. Addresses, 1,234; number in audiences, 
20,297 ; books given, 89.
ARNEE.
Y. Yesadian, H. P. Joseph, John Abraham, Catechists; Samiiel 
Yedamanikam, Reader; Natchataram, Colporteur; Rachel, School­
mistress.
Out Stations.— Sevur, Alliendal.
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The Rev. John Scudder writes: .1
This station still sufjers for the want of a resident missionary. I 
have visited it and the out stations as often as other duties would 
permit. Divine services have been held as usual, and the congre­
gations instructed weekly in the Catechism. The sacraments have 
been administered whenever the Missionary was present. There 
has been an increase in the total of all the congregations, amount­
ing to 16. Several communicants have been dismissed to other 
Churches, and 2 have died. T w o  have been added to the c o m m u ­
nion of the Church, on confession of their faith. O n e  adult and 
7 children have been baptized. A  village, namely Parasoor, for­
merly connected with this station, has been abandoned, as the few 
persons there showed no true desire to remain Christians. Schools 
have been maintained at all the places. The one at Alliendal is in 
a good condition ; the others are not very satisfactory. The fam­
ine, cholera, and other diseases, have rendered it almost impossible 
to even maintain them at their present status.
The Helpers have continued to preach the Gospel in the sur­
rounding villages, with the following results: They have preached 
588 times, to 11,769 people, distributed gratuitously 130 books 
and tracts, and sold 204.
CHITTOOR.
Rev. A n d r e w  Sawyer, Native Pastor; Johnson, Catechist; L a ­
zar, M .  Joshua, D. Vareed, Tredwell, Readers.
Out Stations.— Basapalli, Bomaisamudrum, Kottapalli, Ramap- 
uram, Timsampalli.
The Rev. Andrew Sawyer writes as follows :
•Daily prayers are held in the Mission Compound. Divine ser­
vices have been regularly held on the Sabbath, both in the morn­
ing and the evening. The Lord’s Supper has been administered 
every second month.
The whole congregation is catechized every Lord’s Day, i m m e ­
diately' after morning service.
Three weekly prayer-meetings are held at the houses of the 
members of the congregation, and a prayer-meeting for the w o m e n  
has been conducted by Miss Mandeville.
The congregation have listened with great earnestness to the 
preached Word, and have, I trust, made progress in their knowl­
edge of Divine things.
B y  the grace of the Great H e a d  of the Church, Christ Jesus, all 
the congregations, both at Chittoor- and at the out stations, have im­
proved during the year.' They have shown a great desire to hear 
the truth as it has been preached and sung in lyrics, and, being 
urged by this truth, they have endeavored to gain a better knowl­
edge of it-from their Catechisms, and also to avoid sin and walk 
uprightly.
Street Preaching and Touring.— In order to proclaim the Gospel 
to those wh o  are held in Satan’s bonds, besides the usual street 
preaching, I, together with the other Helpers, have toured a m o n g ' 
the heathen villages. W h e n  we  spoke to the people about sin and 
salvation through the Lord Jesus Christ, some listened attentively, 
but others were most abusive, and despised and rejected the word 
of truth. A s  the seed hidden in the ground is caused by the rain 
to germinate and grow, so, if the Lord will only pour out His spirit 
upon the seed of truth sown in their hearts, it will spring up and 
bring forth fruit. M a y  the Lord thus graciously give us an out­
pouring of His spirit. The following are the statistics of this w o r k :
No. Places No. of No. of
Preached in. Audiences. Books Given.
Chittoor....... . 217 4,304 63
Timsanpalli..... . 187 4,241 59
Kottapalli...... . 95 ' 737 4
Bommaisamudrum .. 247 ' 4,324 33
Ramapuram..... . 160 2,832 4
Total........ . 900 10,498 163
C00N00B. •
Samson Samuel, Catechist; Francis Nathaniel, Teacher. ' 
A s  the Mission was compelled, on account of his frequent sick­
ness, to remove the Rev. Z. John from this station, and is unable 
to carry it on properly, it was decided to pass Coonoor and its out- 
station Kotagiri, over to some other society. The Basil Mission 
has assumed the work at Kotagiri, and there is a probability that 
-the Wesleyan Missionary Society will take the charge of Coonoor- 
Both Rev. John Scudder, M.D., and Rev. Z. John have visited the 
station and cared for its interests, the former spending three months 
of the last summer there. J '
Pour persons have been admitted to Church membership on con­
fession, and 1 by certificate. Eleven children have been baptized. 
The day school of 50 scholars has been in a prosperous condition. 
The prevalence of intemperance has been a great obstacle to im­
provement and progress, but this evil has been somewhat arrested 
during the year, and some hitherto intemperate have become m e m ­
bers of the Coonoor Temperance Society.
GNANODIAM.
Moses Nathaniel and Samuel Sawyer, Catechists; Souriappen, 
Reader ; Christian Daniel and K. Zechariah, Schoolmasters; A n n a  
and Arokiam, Schoolmistresses; Matthew, Colporteur. <
Out Stations.— Arulnadu, Sattambady, Siradalapundi and Parai- 
yantangal. •
• The Rev. John Scudder writes :
' There has been hut, little change in the congregations in these 
villages, and that little-for the better. There has-been an increase 
of fifteen in the number of Christians. Fifteen children have been 
baptized. The services have been maintained regularly. I have 
visited the Churches a number of times, and administered the sac­
raments.
D a y  and Night Schools have been held in all the villages,' except 
Arulnadu. The children of this place attend the school in Gnano- 
diam. There has been an improvement in the standard of scholar­
ship in all the schools, but the number of pupils has been some­
what less. This is doubtless owing to the necessity of the chil­
dren’s earning their own living in this time of scarcity.
Street preaching has been continued in all the surrounding vil­
lages, with the following results : The Helpers have preached 599 
times, to 9,312 people, and distributed gratuitously 36 books and 
tracts, and sold 377. , «
It has been a very trying year for the Christians in these vil­
lages, especially for those in Gnanodiam and Arulnadu. The 
greater part of their crops have failed for the past year and a half, 
and yet. notwithstanding this, they have been compelled to pay the 
taxes on their lands. Several families, in order to do so, have sold 
the only bullocks they possessed. They have m ad e  petition after 
petition to the district officials, begging for a remission of the tax
only on that part of. the land where the crops have been a total 
failure, but without any effect. W i t h  their last petition I sent a 
letter, seconding their request, and stating that I did this^  after a 
personal inspection of their lands. Notwithstanding all these efforts, 
their requests have been ignored, and the tax has been demanded 
from a starving people. 'They have not had even sufficient food to 
put in their mouths, mu c h  less the ability to meet these demands, 
and, as they were in danger of losing their land, I was compelled 
to pay the tax from private funds. In one case, at least, money 
which was given them as cooley to keep them from starving, had 
to be paid to the government, not for taxes, but for a demand no­
tice served on them because the taxes which they were unable to 
pay, and which they had begged might be remitted, were in arrears. 
Through the kindness of some friends, these people have been kept 
from starvation. H a d  they not been aided, they would have 
starved, as they could obtain no cooley work and no relief works 
have been opened in this region. Their condition is still deplora­
ble, and they must be helped for some time to come. Ihe aid ren­
dered them thus far has been by furnishing them work. Gratuitous 
aid has only been given to the sick and infirm. The only aid w e  
have thus far received to help us in sustaining the native Christians 
has been in answer to private appeals to our friends. The govern­
ment has rendered us no assistance, although I have sought it 
twice. W e  tender our most heartfelt thanks to all kind friends 
who have helped us.
The condition of the Christians in Sattambady, Siradalapundi, 
and Paraiyantangal, though pitiable, has not been so deplorable. 
Aid has been given to enable them to deepen their wells. This 
has given them food for the time being, and water to enable them 
to grow their food for the future. Still they will need help for 
months to come, and w e  believe the Lord will send us funds for 
, this purpose, even though Government will not.
The church building at Sattambady has at last been finished, 
and it was dedicated in October to the service of the Triune God. 
It has been partly built by the Christians. They made all the. 
bricks and furnished nearly all the cooley work. The Mission fur­
nished the timber and chunam, and paid for the masons’ and car­
penters’ work. The people deserve great credit for their determined
efforts to bear their share in erecting the church, and w e  are re­
joiced to see them show signs of a disposition to be independent 
and self-supporting. The congregation is steadily growing, and ad­
ditions are being made to it yearly from the heathen. Towards the 
end of the year, 4 families joined it, but their members are'not in­
cluded in this report, as w e  prefer to see if they will remain firm 
before numbering them among the Christians. M a n y  more are 
talking of coming, and I trust it will not be long before the most, if 
not all, of the families in Sattambady will be added to the congre­
gation.
MUDANAPALLI. „
Rev. E. J. Heeren, Missionary; Mrs. Heeren, Assistant Mis-' 
sionary; P. Souri, J. Pakyanadan, Catechists; V. Thomas, ^ ssjs- 
iant Catechist; J. Balachenzu, J. Zechariah, and Y. Trael, Readers.
Out Stations. Timmareddipalli, Tipparazupalli, Nalaporapalli, 
Nalchemvupalli, Gorlapalli, Chintorapalli, Podalorapalli.
The Rev. E. J. Heeren reports :
The numerical strength of the congregation is about the same as 
it was last year, but the-financial strength is far less. The contri­
butions have declined rupees 23. Considering the famine prices, 
which are higher here than in any other part of the field, those who 
have continued to give their mite at stated times, while others with 
held it, are deserving of praise.
The attendance at the Sabbath services has been good, and the 
three weekly prayer-meetings have been well kept up. Five in- ' 
• fants have been baptized. " There is also a fair growth in grace and 
in the knowledge of Divine things in that part of the congregation 
which resides at Mudanapalli. Three members were suspended.
The school has had a daily average attendance of 15, and would 
have had a larger number had not the health of the Teacher been 
so unsteady, he having frequently suffered from fever. Notwith­
standing this drawback, the scholars have made encouraging pro­
gress.
Of the out stations, ol which there are still seven, I cannot give 
a flattering report. A t  one the people have had a bad leader, and 
at nearly all w e  are called to mourn over the inability to retain the 
truths that are preached and taught. Even where the disposition
is good, this weakness is sadly manifest. A t  Gorlapalli the head 
ma n  died. H e  it was who said, when all the rest spoke of leaving 
Christianity, actuated by superstitious fear, “ Sir, I have received 
the Christian religion, and shall ne.ver give it up. I believe in 
Jesus Christ, and shall continue to believe in H i m  as m y  Saviour.” 
H e  held this confidence to the end. H e  is a great loss, for he was 
the leader of the people. A t  Podalavaripalli 4 adults desire bap­
tism. There are 36 families, of 76 adults and 68 children, making 
a total of 144 souls, at these seven out stations, who are counted 
as Christians, and working among them are 4 families of native 
Helpers.
PALAMANAIR. •
Rev. Mr. and Mrs. Heeren, Missionaries; John Souri, Catechist; 
Samuel Abram, Reader.
Mr. Heeren writes:
The congregation is very nearly the same in numbers as it was 
last year. S o m e  have left, but others have come to fill their places. 
There have been 2 removals by death. The attendance at Sabbath 
services has, on the whole, been good, considering the obstacle and 
temptation— the Sunday bazaar- or weekly market held near our 
place of worship every Sabbath. A  promise, made at the begin­
ning of the year, by the Collector of the District, led us to look for 
this weekly bazaar reverting again to some week-day. But w e  re­
gret that our experience regarding the Collector in this respect is 
not ufaclis non verbis,” but “ verbis nonfactis."
The day school has been well attended during the first and latter 
part of the year. W e  were obliged to be away from the station 
for some months. After returning to it w e  found that the school 
had gone back) but it gives us pleasure to add that the Teacher 
has since then, judging from numbers and progress made, gone to 
work in earnest,
The weekly prayer-meeting has been kept up, and has been 
usually well attended The general health of the people has been 
good. Owing to the high price of everything, in this time of fam­
ine, the contributions are much less than last year. Street and vil­
lage preaching has been carried on as follows: Times preached, 
250 ; different villages visited, 50 ; total of hearers, 5,442 ; books 
sold or given, 22.
' Thus, year after year, the work of the Lord is carried on amid 
encouragements and difficulties. That which w e  need and desire 
above all is an outpouring of G o d ’s Spirit.
TINDEVANDM.
Rev. John H. Wyckoff, Missionary; Mrs. Emmeline F. L. 
Wyckoff, Assistant Missionary ; Paul Bailey, Joseph Paul, Antho­
ny, Isaac Henry, Catechists ; Solomon, Baber, Prakasam, Shadrach, 
Lazar, Readers ; Francis, Souri Muttu, and Sherhai, Schoolmasters ; 
Mary and Elizabeth, Schoolmistresses.
Out Stations.— Oruttur, Adanur, Nansinur, Kolopakam, Mandi- 
kapattu, Varikkal, Tandasamudram. •
The Rev. Mr. Wyckoff reports :
This station, with its accompanying villages, was put under m y  
charge at the beginning of the year. The Mission have long had 
it in view to place a missionary here, but not till the present time 
have they seen their w a y  clear to do so. It was undoubtedly a 
wise step, and. well that it was not delayed longer, as the mission­
ary appointed by the Leipsig Lutherans to occupy Tindevanum 
has not yet arrived, and, by coming here immediately, I have an­
ticipated him, and our Mission has clearly the advantage.
Ou r  congregation has increased from 21 to 45, 7'of which are 
conversions from heathenism. Services have been held twice on 
the Sabbath, and a weekly prayer-meeting instituted and kept up. 
The Vernacular school, n o w  numbering more than 60 scholars, has 
been established in the centre of the. town, and is drawing boys 
from all classes. A  book shop has been opened in the bazaar 
street, where books and papers are kept for perusal and sale, and 
where there is preaching nearly every day in the week. A  girls’ 
school, hitherto supported by the natives, has been offered to our 
Superintendent, with the privilege of introducing our books and the 
Bible, and is only wanting the sanction of the Mission to make it 
ours.
Thus w e  have, by the Providence of God, made a fair beginning 
at this ne w  station, which promises to become as interesting and 
as important as any in the Mission.
The South Indian Railroad, connecting Tindevanum with M a ­
dras, was opened in September last, and at this date trains are run.
fi
ning as far south as Cuddalore, thus enabling me. to go within 4 
miles of m y  village by rail, saving time, trouble and expense. - .
The only drawback is the want of a.house in which to live, 
purchased a small bungalow last April, in which I have since resid­
ed six months, but since November have been living in Arcot- 
This, however, is only a temporary measure, and w e  hope soon to 
be dwelling at Tindevanum permanently. I have experienced con­
siderable difficulty in obtaining land on which to build ; have peti­
tioned Government again and again, but in vain, and have now 
concluded to purchase from the natives, in case I do not secure the 
travelers’ bungalow, which m a y  be for sale this year.
A s  to the congregations connected with this station, I a m  glad to 
be able to report favorably of them. N o n  withstanding the pressure 
of famine, they still remain firm in their adhesion to Christianity. 
Here and there a family has been enticed away by the Romanists ■ 
with promises of wprldly assistance, but nearly all continue stead­
fast and are making real progress in the knowledge of divine things. 
The congregations show an increase of 76 souls during the year. 
In six there has been a decided gain, while in two a loss of 3 each. 
W i t h  one exception the conduct of the helpers has been uniformly 
good, and of some of them it gives m e  pleasure to be able to speak 
in terms of the highest praise, both as to their walk as Christians 
and the manner in which they have prosecuted their work.
The Vernacular schools have increased in number of scholars 
from 168 last year to 227 this year. In some of the villages, es­
pecially Adanur, Varikkal and Nansinur, the advance has been 
noteworthy, and I hope to receive Government. grants for them 
next year. These schools, however, do not satisfy me. The teach­
ers are, for the most part, inefficient and unable to bring the boys 
up to the standards. Moreover, w e  are reaching only the lowest 
class and the poorest, and consequently the schools are entirely de­
pendent on the Mission for support. If the higher and wealthier 
classes could be gathered in, w e  might gradually make the schools 
support themselves. But here our great enemy, cash, confronts us, 
and ho w  w e  are to meet the question is not plain' to us at present. 
M a y  God help us to solve it
The prospects of forming congregations in villages here are good. 
S o m e  families in the village of Otheatur have for some time been
asking for a teacher ; also in Nangatur, the stronghold of R o m a n ­
ism, 6 or 7 families have expressed a desire to join us. The pro­
gress of the work in this direction will call for more funds, and it 
depends upon our friends at home whether w e  can carry it on. 
Meanwhile, let us have their prayers that the Spirit’s power m a y  
be manifested in our midst.
The following are the
’ PREACHING STATISTICS FOR 1876.
Addresses. Audiences. Books end Tracts.
Sold. Given.
Tindevanum.......  100 4,200 285 250
Oruttur............  181 ■ 4,500 670 077
Mandekapattur. . . . . .  32 3,936 12 13
Kolopakum... . .. ....  32 1,576 ...
Varikkal.........    33 1,514 ... ...
VELLORE.
Rev. John Scudder, M .  D., and Mrs. Scudder, Missionaries ; P. 
Jaganadan, Abraham William, A- Masillamani, Jacob Raji, Ne- 
dian, Catechists; Bashiam, Christian Samuel, Ponan .David, Israel 
Andrew, A. Solomon, Andrew; David Rungasamy, lavoo David, 
Antony, Readers; Samuel Isaiah, John Moses, Schoolmasters; 
Mary, Fanny, Mary, and Martha, Schoolmistresses; Rebecca and 
Tangam. Bible Readers.
Out Stations.— Kattupadi, Kandiputtur, Sekadu, Vennampalli, 
Erentangal, Onrantangal, Karasamangalam, Tondantolasi, Karihari, 
Marutuvambadi. • 1
Rev. John Scudder writes: ’
A t  the request of the Mission, I removed from Arcot to Yellore 
just before the departure of the Rev. E. C. Scudder to America, 
and took charge of the station. In Vellore itself there has been 
quite a change in the congregation. The number of families has 
decreased by 4. Eleven new families have been added, but 15 
have left. S o m e  pf them have removed to other places, and death 
has broken up 2. One has gone back to the Romanists, and 1 to 
its next-door neighbor. Notwithstanding this loss, the total of the 
congregation has increased by 2. The usual services on the Sab­
bath and prayer-meetings during the week have been maintained,
and the sacraments administered at stated intervals. Three chil­
dren have been baptized. Ten persons have been received to the 
Communion of the Church on confession of their faith, and 14 by ij 
certificate. Twenty-one communicants have either been dismissed 
to other Churches or left without letters of dismissal, 2 have been 
suspended, and 2 have died, leaving the present number 59, one 
less than last year. '
Vernacular Schools.— With one or two exceptions, these have 
been in a very satisfactory condition during the greater part of the 
year, but for the last few months the number of scholars decreased 
somewhat, notwithstanding all the efforts of the teachers to retain “ 
them. This was doubtless owing to the famine. M a n y  who, in 
usual times, have been able to support their children and send them' 
to school, have been compelled to withdraw them, for a time at 
least, in order to make them earn their o w n  living. W e  trust that 
when these times of distress are over, all the schools will recover 
their former prosperous condition. Most of the scholars have made 
good progress in their studies. The boys’ school at this station 
has been examined by the Deputy Inspector of Schools, and re­
ceived a grant of rupees 77. The schools at some of the out sta­
tions are to he examined, when the Deputy Inspector finds 'time.
Street Preaching and Touring.— I have not been able to make 
any tours among the heathen, but have improved the opportunities 
that presented’ when visiting Our Christian villages. Still this work 
has not been neglected. The Helpers at all the stations have visited 
the surrounding villages, and proclaimed the Gospel to the perish 
ing, with the following results: They preached 4,696 times, to 102, 
589 persons, and sold 1,968 books and tracts, and gave gratuitous­
ly 204. '
Villages.— There is very little of special interest to report. 
Christianity is silently but surely making its w a y  among the peo­
ple. Nineteen children and 4 adults have been baptized, and 4 
persons received to the Communion on confession of their faith. 
There has been an increase in numbers in most all of the places, 
amounting to 70 souls. A  number of families have been added to 
the congregations from the heathen, and m a n y  more are talking of 
coming. Since the beginning of the year there have been a num-
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ber more of additions, but they are not included in the above sta­
tistics. On e  ne w  village has also come over. These we wish to 
test for a time, before including them in our members.
M a n y  of the Christians in this part of the field have also suffered 
more or less, for the want of food. Their crops have failed, still 
they are compelled to pay their taxes. Help has been given them, 
or some of them must have died from starvation. W e  do not in­
tend to let any of them die for the want of food. W e  must con­
tinue to aid them for months to come. I have made one applica­
tion to Government for aid, but in vain. Still I do not despair of 
receiving it, as I intend to apply again, and, if need be, a third 
time, as I feel that the Government is as much bound to support 
the starving Christians as the starving heathen.
0 ’ THE PREPARANDI SCHOOL.
The Rev. John Scudder reports :
There were 20 scholars at the beginning of the year, and four n e w  
scholars have been received during the twelve months. Of  these, 
five have been sent to the Vellore Seminary, one has been discharged 
on account of bad conduct, and two have returned to their friends, 
leaving the number at present 16. Five of the pupils have been 
baptized during the year."
SCHOOLS FOR CASTE GIRLS AT VELLORE. ,
These two schools have been continued during the year, with in­
creased prosperity. The number of scholars has increased so that 
there are no w  220 names on the roll. Both schools have been ex­
amined by the Deputy Inspector, and a grant of nearly rupees 800 
has been awarded. ' '
Besides secular studies, the girls are instructed in needlework 
and in lessons from the Bible. The latter seem to be especially in­
teresting to them, and they never tire in listening to the stories 
from the Old and N e w  Testaments. W e  feel confident that the 
seeds of Divine truth sown in these youthful minds will bear fruit 
in the future. Mrs. Scudder gives as muc h  time as she can possi­
bly spare from her other duties in supervising these schools, but 
the need of some one to devote more time to them is continually 
felt.
THE ARCOT SEMINARY, YELLORE.
Y. Nallatambi, Head Master; I. Zechariah, Teacher; Sami Sas- 
tri, Sanscrit and Telugu Teacher.
The Rev. John Scudder reports :
The number of students at the end of the year was 29. A  class 
of 4 young m e n  was sent out at the beginning of the year, to be 
employed as Helpers in the Mission w o r k ; one lad was suspended 
for bad conduct, and one was permitted to leave at his o wn request.
I a m  glad to be able to give ,a very good report of this institu­
tion. The teachers have been faithful to their duties, and have in­
structed their pupils exceedingly well, and under their instruction 
the scholars have made decided progress. Mrs. Scudder, besides 
the general supervision of the school, has had a class daily in E n g ­
lish. The school has been examined both by the Mission Commit­
tee and the Deputy Inspector. The examinations were well sus­
tained, and gave us great pleasure. The examination in Theology 
was especially good, and showed that the lads are being thoroughly 
trained in this important study. The school received a grant from 
Government of rupees 330.
THE GIRLS’ SEMINARY, CHITTOOR.
Miss Martha J . Mandeville, Assistant Missionary in Charge ,* 
Martin Luther, Head Master ; Mrs. Lackey, Matron.
Miss Mandeville presents the following report:
Another school year has closed, and it devolves upon us wh o  
have the charge of this institution to record briefly, for the benefit 
of those who are interested in its welfare, a few facts and events 
of its history during the twelve months just passed. It gives us 
great pleasure to state, at the beginning, that the period under Sur­
vey has been one of uninterrupted prosperity. Though pestilence 
and disease have been on every side, there has not been a single 
case of illness among us, and w e  are led to exclaim, surely, the 
Lord has been with us. The good conduct of the pupils, the zeal 
of the Master, and the faithfulness of the Matron, have been alike 
satisfactory and worthy of commendation.
A t  the beginning of the year, w e  numbered 42 boarders and 1 
day pupil; at its close, w e  have 40 boarders and 8 day pupils;
Though there is only a slight variation inthe numbers, yet there 
have been man y  changes. Nine of the elder pupils have left, and 
8 new ones have been admitted. Most of the ne w  pupils are'pay­
ing fees. Hitherto the school has been free, and, though the sum 
now charged is small in comparison with the expense incurred,’ yet 
it will doubtless accomplish the desired end— that of securing a 
better class of pupils and raising the standard of the school.
O f  the 9 girls who have left us, 8 were married from the school, 
and 1 has gone to her father’s house, where she is also soon to be 
married. Thus a number have gone out from our midst to engage 
in the active and important' duties of life, and w e  sincerely hope 
that the Christian influences that have surrounded them for years, 
the prayers and labors of teachers and friends, m a y  follow them 
and constrain them to good works in the cause of the Master, in 
whatever estate or condition H e  m a y  be pleased to place them. 5
Of the 43 pupils, 26 are members of the Church, 9 having joined 
during the year. In the year previous there were no accessions to 
the Church from the school,’and I a m  rejoiced to observe a great 
improvement in the spirit of the girls since that time. N ot uhfre- 
quently I have discovered kneeling forms in the deserted school­
room during the play-hour, and have been led to hope that a spirit 
of prayer prevails, which is, perhaps, the secret of the change. I 
have rarely been called upon to reprove the girls, and then only for 
trifling offences. Mischief will crop out n ow and then, for girls 
will be girls, and w e  are pleased to have them such.
The Teachers’ Training Class, composed of those pupils who 
have nearly completed the prescribed course, has, so far, been a 
success. The members are regularly engaged, a part of each day; 
in teaching some of the lower classes, under the direction' of the 
Master, who instructs them in the method of teaching. There they 
not only,render valuable assistance in the schools, but acquire for 
themselves discipline and experience in a most useful art. In A u ­
gust, 7 of the class passed the third grade “Teachers’ Certificate 
Examination.” * ‘ , *
A n cfiour and a half of each day is devoted to plain and fancy 
needlework. The sale of the latter has realized the su m  of rupees 
216. Of the former they have made, besides their ow n  clothes, 
about 60 jackets for the boys’ schools in Vellore and Arcot. All
the domestic work of the establishment is performed by the girls. 
Every effort is put forth to create in them habits .of industry and 
cleanliness, and to train them physically, as well as mentally and 
morally, for all the duties of that station in life which it is expected 
they will occupy. M a y  the prayers of Christian friend^, as well as 
their contributions, still continue to aid us in this important work.
ANNUAL MEDICAL REPORT FOR 1876 OF THE DISPENSARY AND 
, HOSPITAL AT ARCOT.
H. M. Scudder,, M.D., in Charge of the Dispensary and Hospi­
tal; Samuel Verahgoo, Dresser ;• M a h o m e d  Salar, Hospital Assis­
tant ; Theaparanum, Dispenser-; S h u n m o o g u m  Moodely, Conocop- 
pillay; C. William, Medical Student; Solomon Aranachallum, 
A b r a m  Muni, Village Practitioners.
Dr. H. M. Scudder writes as follows :
The Dispensary and Hospital have been conducted as usual dur­
ing the year, and w e  feel encouraged by the confidence in our treat­
ment manifested by the natives, and especially by the success of 
the Lying-in Hospital.
The number of patients is somewhat less than during the pre­
vious year. This is due partly to the absence of Dr. Scudder for 
two and a half months on the Hills, during which absence the H o s ­
pital was left in the charge of an apothecary who was an entire 
stranger to the people, and partly to the exceptional freedom from 
malarial fevers.
The number of ne w  out patients for the year amounted to 7,005 ; 
the number of ne w  in patients for the year amounted to 503.
The daily attendance has averaged 82, and the total daily atten­
dance throughout the year amounts to 27,132. There have been 
349 surgical operations performed.
The Gospel is proclaimed every morning, before the dispensing 
of medicines, and all who choose listen. Tracts are also distribut­
ed to those w h o  desire them.
Good work has been done by the two Village Practitioners con­
nected with the Mission, w ho were trained in this Hospital. They 
each report over 500 patients treated by themselves, and they 
were, besides, the means of sending to the Hospital m a n y  cases re­
quiring operative relief.
The success of the Lying-in Hospital has exceeded our most 
sanguine expectations. Its popularity continues to increase, and 
its benefits are appreciated more and more by the people. The 
number of patients for the past year was 85, and the number of 
operations, 6.
T H E  J A P A N  M I S S I O N .
(Organized in 1859).
Missionaries at Yokohama, Revs. S. R. Brown, D.D., James H. 
Ballagh, E. Rothesay Miller, James L. A m e r m a n ; Assistant Mis­
sionaries, Mrs. Brown, Mrs. Ballagh, Mrs. Miller, Mr s  Amerman, 
and Miss E m m a  C. Whitbeck. '
At Tokiyo, Rev. G. F. "Verbeck, D.D., Missionary; Mrs. Ver- 
beck, Assistant Missionary. 1
At Nagasaki, Rev. Henry Stout, Missionary ; Mrs. Stout, Assis­
tant Missionary. ' - ■
THE YOKOHAMA STATION.
The. Rev. Dr. Brown has been occupied chiefly in the transla­
tion of the Scriptures, and has also rendered valuable assistance 
in instructing the class of young m e n  wh o  are'preparing to become 
Evangelists. •
The Rev. Dr. Verbeck has been engaged in the Government D e - ‘ 
partment of Translation, and has been a member of the Legislative 
Committee of Counsellors. H e  has also taught two Bible Classes 
upon the Sabbath, and has frequently conducted the services of the 
native Church at Tokiyo.
The Rev. James H. Ballagh has assisted in the instruction of 
the class of theological students, but his chief business has been in 
the pastorate of the Church at Yokohama, and in superintending * 
the evangelistic work of the Mission. F r o m  him w e  have received 
the following report of “ The Church of Our Lord Jesus Christ at 
Yokohama
In rendering the fifth annual report of the Church of Christ at 
Yokohama, w e  have occasion for the most hearty and humble giv­
ing of thanks to Christ our Saviour, the Great H e a d  of the Church, 
for His continued favor to this branch of His Zion.
/It is only as compelled at the end of an ecclesiastical year, or a 
period of years, to take a review of the progress made, that its 
proportions are impressed on our minds. This is truly our expe­
rience at the end of each year here, when the record of the acces- . 
sions, dismissions, and losses by death, of the year, are to be m a  e 
up and reported for our o w n  encouragement, and that of Go d  s peo­
ple, wh o  have so liberally and so generously supported this work.
The accessions by baptism in connection with the Church at Y o  
kohama, for this fifth year of its existence, have been forty-two.  ^
T h e dismissions in the same period, mostly to the Church of Christ 
at Yedo, have been fourteen, and the loss to our fellowship on 
earth by death has been four; leaving a total membership, incliid- 
ing nineteen baptized children, of one hundred and sixty four Of 
this number, three or four, by reason of the non-observance of the 
Sabbath, and non-attendance on the sanctuary, must be regarded 
as withered branches, and are to be severed from the body ot 
Christ. The remaining membership, except forty adults, who are 
scattered abroad throughout the country, with w h o m  correspondence . 
is maintained by letters written periodically by one or more of the 
Elders, have continued to make progress in Christian grace and 
knowledge. W h e r e  the scattered believers are so situated as to 
have communion with one or more fellow-believers, meetings for 
prayer and the observance of the Sabbath are maintained by them, 
as at Hak'one, Yamanaka, and Numazu, and occasional visits are 
made to them by brethren from tl.e Church at Yokohama I he
contributions of the Church members resident at Yokohama, for the 
■year have been one hundred and six dollars and sixteen cents, or 
about one dollar for each adult member. This is a less amount than 
that of the year previous, owing to fewer calls for the support of 
sick or dependent persons, and no special efforts having been made
to help other Churches. ' . . . ,
The Church services, as heretofore, have consisted of a general 
Sabbath service, 9 to 10:30 A. M., conducted by the acting Pastor, 
except during the summer vacation, and occasional absence on 
evangelistic tours in the country. During the summer vacatim., 
Elder Okuno supplied the pulpit, and Dr. Brown and Rev. Mr. 
Miller have administered the Lord’s Supper, and preached during
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the other absences of the pastor. This Sabbath morning service is 
attended by the scholars, in a body, of the W o m a n ’s Mission 
School, and the herns Seminary of our own Mission, and by the
'■ g!'eate1' ^  0l'the Church m e m bers, and by a good number of rev- 
u m  attendants, not Church members, as well as by numerous 
stiangers and visitors; making, in all, an audience of 200 to 300 
persons . The exercises throughout are those of a full Church ser­
vice at home, and their effect in building up the attendants in faith 
and holiness is seen in the increased knowledge, .jov, and piety of 
those who delight to honor G o d  in His sanctuary. "This House of 
Go d  and Sabbath H o m e  of the Japanese Christians has been ren­
dered complete m  its attractions the past year by the generous gift 
of a church bell from a m e m b e r  of the Reformed Church in A m e r ­
ica, and also by the gift of a large stained-glass window, for the 
c urch front, from another honored meifiber of the Reformed 
C  urch in America, These donors would be more than delighted' 
could they see the additional attractions conferred upon this sane- 
tuary by these timely donations.
befn helbdb?th / r tern00n Se m iC°’ illS0 c0nducted by ‘he Pastor, has 
t l d e S  r f  TlliS S e n 'ice has not been as well at­tended, either b y  the Christians resident there or the outside peo-
i l ™  Wft.ha" il (ri?ht t0 exP^t. W e  had a Helper stationed 
there, a good place for meeting provided out of the Mission treasu- 
y, tut, notwithstanding these expenditures, they failed of any sat­
is actory results, more than two or three additions to the Church. 
So, after m u c h  effort and prayer, we determined to give up the pub- 
be pieaching-place, and now hold the meetings in the house of one' 
of the most recent converts, and find them much more encouraging 
in lesulls. A  F rid ay evening w o m a n ’s meeting, held since the.
the year b y  m y  wife’ the assistance of one or other of the Christian girls of the Perris Seminary, me ets also 
with consideiable encouragement.
N ^ i v e  Sabbath School, 'held from 4 to 5 P. M  in the
of R e v  D  ’ R0 latter Part °f the yeal' Und01' the s«Perintendence of Rev. Dr. Brown, assisted by m y  wife and his daughter Hattie
*and ST al °f the l o g i c a l  students, as teachers, has i^reasTd 
m  numbers, and is fairly successful. A  good number of the adult
ftiembers of the Church attend the Doctor’s Bible Class, and about 
t.'venty children are gathered into the school. For the better co m ­
prehension of the children, the Doctor has been turning the Child’s 
Catechism into Colloquial Japanese, and making its committal to 
memory a part of the school exercises. The Child s Paper, “ 1 he 
Glad Tidings,’' edited by one of the teachers of the school, under 
the supervision of Miss McNeal, of the W o m a n  s Mission, is a 
valuable auxiliary to the instruction in the school, as it is to all re­
ligious instruction of youth in the country. The Compendium of 
the Christian Religion, in use in the Reformed Church in America, 
has been translated for the use of Sabbath-school instruction, and 
that of applicants for admission to the Church, and will oe soon in­
troduced, when its acceptability to the Churches generally will be 
such, w e  hope, as its excellent summary of doctrines justly entitles 
ns to expect.
The Sabbath night meeting has been held, as heretofore, at the 
schoolroom of the W o m a n ’s Mission. The attendants have beeii 
the scholars of their school, the Theological students, a good n u m ­
ber of the Church members, and of inquirers after, or occasional 
hearers of the truth. The Elders ol the Church and the students 
for the ministry preach in turn at these meetings. Their discouises, 
always of a practical and highly creditable character, are delivered 
from fully written notes, with a great deal of ease and fluency. 
After the discourse, several prayers are offered by the brethren, in­
terspersed with the reading of communications from absent breth­
ren, and the presentation of requests for prayer, or expression of 
convictions arising from the services of the day, the circumstances 
or needs of the Church,, or of friends, or of their countrymen. 
These are meetings always of interest and profit. They are at­
tended by the acting Pastor and by. Mrs. Pierson, of the W o m a n ’s 
Mission, who acts as organist both at this and the morning service
of the Church. ,
The week-day services consist of a meeting oi the Courch m e m ­
bers, for prayer and the study of the Scriptures, held on W e d n e s ­
day evening, in twoMivisions, presided over by the Elders. Also, 
a Friday evening lecture and prayer meeting, presided^ over by the 
Pastor. The latter is attended more by the Student Class than by
the membership generally. The students themselves have a week­
ly prayer-meeting, and the Church members, at least the male por­
tion of them, have a monthly meeting for fellowship before the 
Communion. There are also several meetings for wom e n  conduct­
ed in the congregation by m y  wife and by ladies of the W o m a n ’s 
Mission. Also, two or three are held on the Sabbath by the same. 
Also, preaching services are held on Sabbath days and one or two 
nights in the week, by the Elders or students for the ministry. One 
of these has been %  regular Sabbath morning service, after the con 
elusion of the service at the Church, held by Elder Okuno, at the 
Ferris Seminary.
Besides the above services in the congregation and the Girls’ 
schools, the members of the Church in these latter institutions re­
ceive daily religious instruction and Sabbath school instruction on 
Sundays. 'Ihis instruction has been very thorough, whole classes 
in the Ferris Seminary having committed the Child’s Cathchism-, 
and are now commencing the more difficult Westminster A s s e m ­
bly s Shoitei Catechism in Japanese, while the daily exposition of 
Scripture and recitation of Scripture texts have tended to give 
them great familiarity with the Sacred Word, and must tend to 
build them up in the patience and comfort of the Scriptures. Daily 
family worship, for the instruction of domestics and. others, held in 
these institutions and the homes of the Missionaries, must have the 
effect of leavening the community with the wholesome words of 
purity and truth.
Of special services, save those held on Thanksgiving and Christ­
mas Day, and the Week-of-Prayer, there have been none. A  
month’s or six weeks’ daily preaching service was held by the Pas­
tor, in the Church, tor the benefit of the numerous strangers and 
visitors in Yokohama during the silkworm-egg season. A  number’ 
of persons from a distance attended, some of w h o m  had attended 
similar services the year previous, and, in not a few instances, their 
expressions of conviction of the truth showed that these efforts had 
not been wholly in vain. A  reason for the discontinuance of spe­
cial services has been that the work of the Church no w  seems to 
be not so much the ingathering of converts, as the upbuilding and 
guidance of those already gathered in. The care of these has en­
tailed not(a little labor and anxiety on those having their spiritual 
supervision, which, owing to the pre-engagement of most of the 
Church officers, devolves their whole care on but one or two asso­
ciated with the Pastor. For the same reason, the Evangelistic 
work of the Church during the past year has been muc h  restricted. 
Our only helpers are our Elders, and of these Elders H o n d a  and 
Oshikawa, the one at Hirosaki and the other at Niigata, have be­
come identified with new interests. Eiders Maki and Shinozaki 
were confined to their studies, save during vacations, and until the 
death of the latter, in September last. Elder Okuno has been con­
fined on the Bible translation Committee.until the present month, 
and had only Saturdays and Sabbaths for evangelical work. 
Elder Yoshida, one of our youngest but most competent Elders in 
Church government, but too timid or too modest to preach, has 
alone been left free to assist the Pastor in the care of the flock, or 
to go out on occasional visits to look after believers in distant places. 
Notwithstanding these disadvantages, some evangelistic efforts 
have been made, and have met with unexampled success. Elder 
Okuno has visited a large town on the Tokaido, eight miles distant, 
Tots’ka by name, regularly the greater part of the year, for a 
preaching service on Saturday nights. The meetings have been 
he'd at a place provided by the people of the village, and at times 
great encouragement has been held out. S o m e  of its chief promo­
ters, however, receiving promotion in Government service, dropped 
off or gave it but a partial support, and others, finding that the doc­
trines of Christianity require change of heart and manner of. life, 
have returned to their old sins. Only a few persons are steady at­
tendants, and fewer still give evidence of change of heart, though 
all are quite ready to renounce idolatry. With the exception of 
two visits from foreign laborers, this has been a work carried on en­
tirely by native agency. A s  a very hopeful work at a country-vil­
lage, m  that neighborhood, is opening up under visits from Mrs. 
Pierson, of the W o m a n ’s Mission, it m a y  be necessary to visit 
both hereafter in conjunction, spending a Saturday and Sabbath be­
tween them. T w o  trips, of a fortnight or three weeks’ duration, 
. were made to Hale one, Idzu, and Numa zu  during the year. !,he 
first was made by Elder Yoshida, accompanied by a student for the
ministry. The}’ visited and confirmed the believers .there, and 
reached a good number of hearers of the Gospel, who heard it for 
the first time. The second trip was made at the beginning of the 
present year by Elder Yoshida and myself. "We were sent out by 
the Mission to baptize several persons who had sent in a request 
for that purpose. W e  visited several new places, and baptized six 
persons who had received instruction from us on previous visits, 
and found a number of new applicants, who had been brought to a 
knowledge of the truth by the labors of the native brethren sent 
out on former trips, or by the labors of a faithful and earnest con­
vert of that part of the country-, who supports himself by planting 
mulberry trees for silk growing, and devotes his slack intervals to 
volunteer missionary efforts. A t  the earnest request of the believ­
ers there, we  are agitating stationing one of our native brethren 
there permanently, as soon as any of them are ordained to the 
ministry or scriptural office of Evangelists. Elder Maki’s two 
trips, in summer and winter'vacations, accompanied both .times by 
Rev. Mr. Miller, to Ueda in Shinskiu. resulted greatly in promoting 
and establishing the good work almost self-originating there at the 
beginning of last year, and which has resulted in the organization 
of an earnest and united Church of thirty-five adult members at 
that place. A  full account of this interesting work having been 
furnished the Board at the time, further mention of it may not be 
necessary at present. The evangelistic work of the Mission in 
connection with the native Church, has consisted only of an extend­
ed overland journey to the Church at Hirosaki, in the northernmost 
province of Niphon, and. to the company of believers gathered at 
Niigata, the only western port of Japan.
The total number of persons who have received baptism in Y o ­
kohama, including those originally constituting the Church, has been 
220 ; at Yedo, about 120 ; at Udda, 37 ; at Hirosaki, some 30; at 
Niigata, from 20 to 30; at Nagasaki, 15 or 20; and by Elder 
Awazu, in \edo, 20 or more. Of these, 20 or more have died in 
the Lord. Tho living membership of these Churches, then, is 
about 440. This large ingathering is not claimed as the direct re­
sult of the efforts of your Mission. The Rev. Mr. Thompson, of 
the Presbyterian Board, has been the pastor of the Church at Yedo,
and has been assisted by Dr.'■'Verbeck. Dr. Palm, a Baptist phy­
sician, has labored earnestly at Niigata; the Rev. Mr. Ing, a Meth­
odist. has been in charge of the work at Hirosaki, and others might 
be named whose services have been of great value, especially the 
ladies of the Mission of the W o m a n ’s Union, whose earnest efforts 
have resulted in over thirty conversions; but the large and cheer­
ing harvest ma}* be claimed with propriety as due, to a great ex­
tent, to the labors of those who have been connected with the 
“ Church of our Lord Jesus Christ in Japan,” first organized at Voko- 
hama.
It ma y  be of interest to m a n y  to add that the estimated native 
church membership in Japan, connected with the Missions of every 
name, is 1,115; the average weekly attendance upon the preach, 
ing services, 4,000 ; the aggregate of scholars in all the Mission 
schools, 550, and the number of students for the ministry, about 
40. Besides this, 21,000 portions of Scripture in Japanese have 
been printed and distributed, and several thousands of tracts. Only 
five years ago, the first native Christian Church was organized in 
this empire, and in this short time the “ little o ne” has literally 
“ become a thousand.”
THE THEOLOGICAX CLASS.
Mr. A m e r m a n  and Mr. Miller have been chiefly engaged, assist­
ed by Dr. Brown and his daughter, in the instruction of this class. 
The advantages of the school have not been confined to those 
wishing to prepare themselves for the work of evangelists. The 
number of scholars at present is fifteen, eleven of w h o m  expect to 
be evangelists or native pastors. Mr. A m e r m a n  writes, “ W e  have 
turned away eight or-ten for w h o m  we  had no places in classes al­
ready formed. These were not Christian converts, or w e  might 
have felt constrained to form n e w  classes for them, at the sacrifice 
of other work. Wi t h  an additional'teacher, the schools might have 
been at least doubled. Instruction has been given in English com­
position. English conversation and reading, arithmetic, algebra, 
geometry, history, in the harmony of the Gospels, the Epistle to the 
Romans, homiletics, sacred history, systematic theology, and in 
Greek.”
O f  the importance of placing this class or school at once on a 
broad and permanent foundation, Mr. Ballagh s a y s : “ T h e  transla­
tion of Pa ine’s Age of Reason, and all the m o d e r n  works of infidel­
ity a n d  materialism, by the priests of the Buddhists, as w e apon s to 
be used against Christianity, will necessitate the publication of 
works in defence of the Christian faith. F o r  this to be done eflect- 
ively, a superior standard of education, combining the highest scien­
tific with the highest intellectual and theological education, will be 
requisite. S o m e  part of the Christian C h u r c h  in Japan, an d of 
those w h o  support it, m u s t  b o n d  their utmost energies to m a k e  a d e ­
quate provision for this. T h e  privilege .would naturally fall to our 
o w n  Church in A m e r i c a  an d its Mission in Japan. Dr. Verbeck's 
long identification with education and the Government,.and the la­
bor already performed b y  jrour Missionaries in this direction, would 
indicate this to .be our distinctive missionary w o r k  for the future of 
Christ’s cause in this empire. A  n u m b e r  of our y o u n g  m e n  are 
being, in a good measure, trained up for taking part in instruction 
in such an undertaking, but for the wo rk to be carried on effectual- 
ly, a liberal provision of competent foreign teachers and all the 
necessary appliances wo uld require to b e  made. F o r  this, the lie- 
formed Church in A m e r i c a  s e e m s  providentially prepared, both by 
the prominence attained in its educational institutions and the abil­
ity an d willingness of its m e m b e r s  to give liberally for their sup­
port. Being historically longest connected with J a p a n  through 
Holland, an d  being the first to commission a Foreign Mission to 
this land, an d having been thus far honored in inaugurating m a n y  
important ‘first works,’ shall w e  not rightfully aspire to ad d  this 
further benefit for the cause of Christ in Ja pan ?”
THE ISAAC FERRIS SEMINARY.
Rev. Mr. an d Mrs. E. Ro thes ay Miller and Miss E m m a  C. Wit- 
beck have continued to conduct the affairs of this institution with 
ability and faithfulness, an d h a ve received the blessing of God. 
T h e  Se m i n a r y  has an excellent-reputation, that has been fairly 
.earned, and is growing in favor with the Japanese. Th ere are 
thirty-four pupils under instruction,-of w h o m  three received bap- ’ 
tism during the year, upon confession of their faith. T h e  cate-
chism has been learned by all the scholars. A  weekly prayer 
meeting has been maintained by the girls. So wise and faithful 
has been the instruction, and so industrious have been the pupils, 
that already three or four of the older scholars are engaged as 
teachers. "
THE NAGASAKI STATION.
The following report is presented to us by  Rev. Henry Stout:
The report for the Mission at Nagasaki for the year 1876 will 
necessarily be brief. It has been in no w a y  an eventful year, but 
rather one filled with the prosaic round of ordinary duties.
The departure of Mr. Wolff necessitated some changes in our 
plans and in daily work. H e  had done most of the teaching, and 
m y  attention had been directed principally to preaching in the 
chapel and in the villages near Nagasaki. This latter region was 
especially a promising field, but had to be abandoned, A  class of 
four young m e n  had to be instructed, as two of them, at least, have 
given themselves to the work of the ministry, and are already do­
ing a good share of preaching. Their instruction is considered so 
important that other work must give way. In connection with this 
and a Bible class, regular preaching has been maintained in the 
chapel on Sunday and Wednesday evenings, and, until June, on 
Sunday mornings also. A t  that time, Mr. Sewaga, who has since 
become the Elder of the Church, secured a house in the city, and 
commenced a service there, which took the place of the morning 
chapel service, as this place was to be the headquarters of the 
Church, when organized. This service, with one in the same place, 
in the evening, has been continued since then. Gqod numbers al­
ways attend all these services, though not so man y  as when first 
commenced. Curiosity has for the most part been satisfied.
The weekly prayer meeting has not failed in interest, as the 
Christians are seldom absent.
Only two m e n  have been baptized during the year, but this tes­
timony of G o d ’s goodness is acknowledged with thankfulness* 
There are no w  ten adult baptized Christians connected with the 
Mission.
The Heidelberg Catechism has been translated and explained, 
question by question, to the Catechetical, now Bible Class. A s  soon
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as the revision of this translation can he completed, a" copy will be 
sent to the Mission at Yokohama, for their inspection.
It was hoped that a Church would be organized the first of the 
year, but for several reasons, the principal of which was that it was 
hoped the Churches in It. okohama and Tokio would revise and im­
prove their basis of church organization, and so this might simply 
be adopted here, the organization was deferred. O n  the 21st of 
December, however, a preliminary meeting was held, at which it 
was determined to organize a Church and adopt the rules, &c., of 
the “ Church of Jesus Christ,” temporarily, and so become a part 
of that body, with the hope that a better-digested and more accept­
able form might soon be secured. O n  Sunday, the 24th. the 
Church was formally organized, and the Elder elect ordained with 
the laying on of hands. After this the Sacrament of the Lord’s . 
Supper was observed. A  business meeting was held subsequently, 
at which it was determined that the preaching be continued by the 
Elder, and that they should ask m e  to administer the offices of the 
Sacraments till such time as the services of a native pastor can be 
secured.. '
It is pleasant to report that this Church, though so small in n u m ­
bers and representing but little means, has determined to be inde­
pendent, as far as possible, of foreign pecuniary aid. They have, 
from June last, paid all the expenses of their place Of meeting, and 
on their arranged plan they expect to continue doing so. . The sal­
ary of the Elder only is paid by the Mission, and as his work is 
largely that of an evangelist, it seems but right if should be so.
Only four preaching tours have been made during the year, and 
these by the young men only. They have reported, for the most 
part, a readiness to hear and an interest in the truth. Especially 
was this the case when Mr. Segawa visited his native place, Nakat- 
su, on the opposite side of this island. During daily services, con­
tinued for nearly two weeks, people thronged to hear him, and(some 
old men, who could not go out in the evening, sent a particular re­
quest to have a service during the day. W e r e  the Mission strong­
er, this field might be occupied with great honor to the Master. ,
B y  the kindness of a few of the foreign merchants w e  were able 
to open a reading-room in connection with the chapel in the city.
A  n u m b e r  of the principal papers of the country were secured, an d  
publicity given to the enterprise ; but after seven m o n t h s ’ trial, to 
the regret of the patrons, it has been closed for w a n t  of success. 
Perhaps there w e r e  a n u m b e r  of reasons w h y  people did not fre­
quent the room, but no doubt the chief one w a s  its connection with 
the hated sect. ,
• - I N D I A N  A G E N C I E S .
The following changes have occurred during the year: Mr. J. H. 
Stout has been reinstated as the Agent of the Pimos and Marico- 
'' pas, and the Papagos have been added to his charge, so that there 
are nearly 6,000 Indians under his care. Mr. John P. Clum, one 
of the best Agents in the service, resigned his commission, and Mr. 
Henry L. Hart, of Constitution, Ohio, has been nominated for the 
vacancy.
' There are now from 11,000 to 12,000 Indians on the reservations, 
which w e  are requested by the Government to care for. They are 
at present peaceful, are settling down to the cultivation of the soil, 
and are willing to learn; but w e  have been prevented by the mea- 
'gernessof our income from doing anything for them beyond the 
nomination of carefully-selected m e n  for agents. Ought not a 
Christian body, so long on this continent, so richly blessed, to im­
prove the admirable opportunity presented to it to establish Mis­
sions among the R e d  M e n ?  A  trust has been committed to u s ; 
can we  any longer neglect it ?
T H E  W O M A N ’S  B O A R D .
This valuable organization now receives the support of thirty- 
eight auxiliaries, and is worthy of the hearty co-operation of the 
w o m e n  of the Reformed Churches. It has received, during the 
year, about $6,240, of which nearly $3,300 have been paid into 
our treasury, and nearly $2,600 have been reserved on deposit to 
establish hereafter a girls’ school at Nagasaki. The interest of the 
churches in Foreign Missions has been maintained and much in­
creased in m a n y  localities by the efforts of the officers and m e m ­
bers of the W o m a n ’s Board.
F I N A N C E S .  - - - -
The receipts of the year have been : F r o m  Churches, $24,436.74 
Sabbath-schools, $4,121.14; Individuals, through Churches, $7,­
999.23; Individuals, not through Churches, $3,629.50; Legacies’ 
$15,185.46; Miscellaneous sources, $2,78'0.46. In all, $58,152.53' 
Compared with the previous year, there has been a decrease in the 
income from the Churches of $7,354.80; from Sabbath-schools, of 
$670.24 ; from individuals through Churches, of $975.09; and an 
increase from individuals not through Churches, of $39.57, and 
from legacies, of $4,019.41. The gross income has fallen off $6,­
190.38. The income from legacies was increased as already stated, 
and that from contributions declined about $9,000.13. A n  exact 
comparison with the preceding year cannot be made, because the 
income of that year from the Classes of Holland, Wisconsin and 
Grand River was reckoned under the head of receipts from miscel­
laneous sources, while for this year it is distributed under Churches > 
Sabbath-schools, and Individuals. •
T h e  expenditures of the Bo ard h a v e  be en reduced o n  almost 
every item of outlay, both at h o m e  an d  abroad, h a ve b e e n  kept 
within the appropriations, a n d  b y  this constant e c o n o m y  the debt 
has b e en reduced b y  $1,600. T h e  indebtedness of the treasury 
to-day is about $33,000.
T h e  financial condition of the treasury deserves serious an d care­
ful consideration. A. policy of reduction on expenditures has n o w  
been pursued for nearly five years. T h e  influence of this policy, 
imposed u p o n  us b y  a declining income, has been injurious to the 
w o r k  of the Missions, and the posiuon has been reached, wh ich w e  
ha ve long dreaded, w h e n  the only remaining step to b e  taken is to 
cut off a Mission. •
W e  are b y  n o  m e a n s  unconscious of the extreme financial pres­
sure of the past tour years upon every branch of trade, an d the 
steady cessation of income from invested funds, and the duty of 
enforcing a thoughtful an d rigid e c o n o m y  has been performed to 
the best of our ability. N o w  w e  are approaching the season w h e n  
our income is ordinarily less than our necessary expenditures, with 
very little ability to borrow, and w o  are compelled to ask, can w e  
survive the s u m m e r  m o n t h s  and continue to maintain the w o r k
even on the present reduced scale ? M u c h  depends on the dispo­
sition of the pastors. Indeed, more depends upon them than upon 
any other class of m e n  among us. W e  acknowledge their efforts 
inthe past, and during the very trying year just closed, with hearty 
gratitude. W e  n o w  look to them with confidence. W e  expect 
that they will be equal to the emergency. W e  ask of them, and . 
ask the Synod to second our request, that .they will, as soon as 
possible, tell the Churches of the straits into which this workhas 
been brought, and of the peril to which it is' exposed.
The appropriations for the present calendar year are: To the 
Arcot Mission, $23,847; to the A m o y  Mission, $11,541; to the 
Japan Mission, $15,337 : for H o m e  Expenses, $6,375; making a 
total of $57,100. Besides this, the Board needs not less than 
$5,000 to return Missionaries now in this country to their fields 
abroad, and to send out a reinforcement of ordained men. The 
year, then, calls for an outlay of $62,000. •
W e  can only repeat the assurances of past years, that if the 76,­
000 members of our branch of the Church of Christ will give one 
dollar each yearly for the extension of our Redeemer's Kingdom 
over heathen lands, not only will our present wants be fully met 
but an enlargement of the work will be provided for. Is it unrea­
sonable, even in such times as these, to ask for such a gift?
C O N C L U S I O N .
1. Our Missionaries are more than ever before entitled to our
confidence, sympathy, and generous support. Their number has 
been reduced. The four m e n  now on the ground in India are main­
taining nearly all the work that was performed by ten m e n  a few 
years ago. The two brethren on the field in China are maintaining 
the full work performed by five m en a few years ago. Such self- 
denying, laborious servants deserve our support. .
2. The blessing of Go d  calls us to “ go forward.” Fifty-nine 
souls have been added to the Churches of the Arcot Mission within 
the year by conversion, sixty-three to the Churches at Amoy, and 
forty-five to our Churches in Japan, making a total of one hundred 
and sixty-seven souls gathered into the fold of the Great Shep­
herd. Each one of these, though but a child in Christian knowl-
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edge and experience, is among the heathen as a city upon a lull 
that cannot be hid.
3. The opportunities presented for an enlarged effort are on all 
the fields of the most desirable and hopeful character. They are 
brought to ns and opened before us by the providence and grace of 
God, and no one can deny that our Lord and Saviour is inviting us 
to go on and possess the land. Shall we, can we, close, our ears 
to these invitations, because to listen to and to follow them will 
require us to practice a more careful economy in the outlay of 
• money on ourselves ? Such times as these we are now passing - 
through are tests of character and principles. Shall w e  not study 
to show that we  are the followers and the servants of H i m  “ who 
made himself of no reputation, and took upon H i m  the form of a 
servant, and was made in the likeness of m e n : A n d  being found 
in fashion as a man, H e  humbled Himself, and became obedient 
unto death, even the death of the cross. Wherefore G o d  also hath 
highly exalted Him, and given H i m  a name which is above every 
n a m e : That at the name of Jesus every knee should bow, of things 
in Heaven, and things in earth, and things under the earth; and 
that every tongue should confess that Jesus Christ is Lord to the 
glory of G o d  the Father. ” ‘
The term of service of the following members of the Board ter-, 
minates with the present session of the General S y n o d :
Rev. Henry N. Cobb,
“ A. P. V a n  Gieson, D.D.. 
“  T. W .  Chambers, H.D., 
“ John Forsyth, D.D.,
Adopted M a y  16th, 1877.
Rev. W .  J. R. Taylor, D. D., 
Mr. Garret I. Blauvelt,
' “ James A. Williamson,
“ Jacob L. Sutphen.
J O H N  M.  F E R R I S ,  Corresponding Secretary.
G-EIsrEHAL SUMMARY.
CIirN’A. INDIA. JAPAN. TOTAL.
Stations................. J 8 2 itOut-Stations...... ........ 16 33 f 49Missionaries................ 3 7 (i - 1(1Assistant Missionaries........ r> 9 7 21Native Ministers........... H 2 oCatechists or Preachers........ u 22 4 37Assistant Catechists.......... 1 j
Bible Readers.............. 29 29Schoolmasters.............. 5 Vi 18Schoolmistresses............. 9 3 - 12Colporteurs................ 2 oChurches................. ■ .7 19 3 29Communicants.. .... ...... 691 778 190 1559Academies................ ‘ 9 x
Academies, Scholars in........ 71 34 10nDay Schools............... <) 44Day Schools, Scholars in....... 102 1330 1437Theological Students......... 5 # 14 19Dispensaries, with beds........ 1 1
No. patients treated.......... 7o08 7508
* Nearly the entire body of Native Helpers, 
f A number of localities are visited as frequently as possible.
TABULAR VIEW OF RECEIPTS
-• FROM
(E’lnu'jch^, jiabktlt and gndimdwa^ .
CLASSES AND CHUKCHES.
FROM
CHURCHES
Classis of Albany.
New Salem.......... $15
New Baltimore........ 103 83
Third Albany... ..... 23 81
First Albany......... 480 10
Second Albany........ 214 96
Second Bethlehem...... 23 10
Westerlo............ 10
10
Second Berne......... (i 41Coevmans . ..... .... 18 62
Fourth Albany........ 16 60First Bethlehem....... 37 70
Jerusalem........... 6 23
Holland, Albany......
Clarksville...........
Onisquethaw.........
Classis of Bergen.
First Hackensack...... 325
English Neighborhood... 4950
Schraalenberg........ 30 70
Second Hackensack.... 19 38
New Durham......... 69 43
Cherry Hill.......... 6 74Jersey City Heights..... 5 40
North Bergen.... .'... 10
Third Jersey City......
German, Hoboken......German, Hackensack...
Palisades............
Guttenberg..........
Fort Lee............
FROM 
S. SCHOOLS
FROM
INDIVIITLS
$17 
72 16
$1002
3 50
50 ’ 584
17 02
0
TOTAL.
$32 
175 99 
. 23 81 
1482 )0 
214 96 
13 10 
23 50 
10
6 41 
18 62 16 60 
37 70 6 23
959
49
5017 02 
30 70 
19 38 
69 43 
(i 74 
5 40 
10
FROM
CHURCHES
South Glassis of Bergen.
Lafayette...........
Wayne Street, Jersey City.
Bergen.............
South Bergen.........
Free Church, Jersey City..Bayonne............
Second Hudson City....
Bergen Point......•...
West End........ ....Greenville...........
Third Bayonne........
$188 50 127
353 15 46 92 
12
34 82 
21 37
Classis of Cayuga.
Syracuse..........
Chittenango........
Utica............West Leyden.......
Canastota..........
Cicero...........
Lysander .... 1......
Naumburgh........
New Bremen.......
Owasco..........
Owasco Outlet......
Thousand Isles......
76 01 47 73 
221 87 
4
Classis of Grand River,
Kalamazoo.... .-...
Second Grand Rapids.
Spring Lake . .....
Muskegon .............
Third Grand Rapids...Polkton........
First Grand Haven... 
Fourth Grand Rapids.
Grandville.......
Montague.......
Second GrandJHaven.
Detroit.........
Fremont Centre...
South Haven......
Twin Lakes......
62 53 
194 30 
29
47 75
10 '
12 40 
10
14 20 12
Classis of Geneva.
Clymer Village
Fairhaven...
Marion.....
Tyre......
4 50 
31 02 8
31 25 
4
FROM 
S. SCHOOLS
FROM
indiyid’ls
$25 55 
50
38 70 
23 94
$48 60 64 25 
362 89
• s
80 06 
26 16 19 09 509 52
17 50 
35
13 73
5
31 75
2
26 50
3 08
8 50
$262 65 
241 25 
754 74 
70 86 
1234 82 
21 37
156 07 
73 89 
750 48 
4
80 03 229 30 
42 73 52 75 
4 75 10
12 40 1016 20 
12
26 50
4 50 
34 10 '8
39 75
. CLASSES AND CHURCHES.
Classis of Geneva.
CONTINUED.
Rochester............
Lodi.............. .
Geneva .............Clymer.............
Pultneyville.........
Farmer Village........
Mina Corners... .....
Cato... ...........Dunkirk.............
Arcadia.............
Buffalo • • ■ ■..........
Caroline............East Williamson......
Classis of Greene.
First Athens.........
First Coxsackie.......
Second Coxsackie......
Kiskatom.. ..........
Prattsville...........Roxbury............
Leeds..............
Catskill............
Mooresville and Gilboa....
Classis of Holland.
Ebenezer...........
Vriesland............
Cleveland, Ohio.......
Overyssel.. .....
Beaverdam..........
Zeeland..........
Third Holland........
Drenthe............
North Holland........
Jamestown...........
Graafschap..........
First Holland.........
Fynaart............
Saugatuck...........
East Overyessel.......
Rbtterdam...........
Zabriskie............
Classis of Hudson.
Greenport...........First Claverack.......
FROM
CHURCHES
$119 GO 
GO
36 72 
18 40 8
27 30 
8 04
G 07
30
15 50 
59 17
14
8 25
15
13 21
38 48 84 21 
7 45 
1 50 
17 55 
2G7 38 
44 88 
19 10 
43 39 22
35 53 
12 50
115
199 79
• FROM 
S. SCHOOLS
FROM 
INDIVID’LS TOTAL.
$13 $132 GO
60
3G 72
18 40
8
27 3G
$4 75 12 795 5
G 07
2 10 10 42 10
10 25 50
59 17
5 19' 8 25
15
10 23 215- 5
9 8 6' 48 34
22 52 15 158 3G18 50 25 95
12 70 25 55 39 7532 49 55
31 56 33 GG 332 GO44 8841 25 60 3514 57 39
28' 50
35 59
121 80 20 89 155 19- 3 15 3 15
7 7
30 145199 79 199 79
CLASSES AND CHURCHES.
FROM
CHURCHES
FROSI 
S. SCHOOLS
FROM
individ’ls TOTAL.
Classis of Hudson.
CONTINUED.
First Hudson...Germantown...
Livingston Church
Gallatin.... ..
Upper Red Hook.. Second Claverack.Taghkanic.....Linlithgow....
$481 65 35 
2 25 
80 18. 14 66 42 51 
10
$100 
6 95
$3020 16
$581 65 
41 95 
2. 25 
80 18 
44 66 68 67 10
Classis of Illinois.
Second Pella.......Irving Park........
Bushnell...........First Pella.........Raritan...........
Fairview..........
Spring Lake........
Norris............
Bethel, Pella........
First Pekin........
Davenport.........
Havana...........
Leyden Centre......
Third Pella........
Fourth Pella........
Otley. ......’.....
Orange City........
Norwood Park......
Somerset..........
Parkersburg........
Second Pekin.......
\
8 14,
20 95
17
30
25 10
0
61 07 87
3
10 50 
23
8 14 20 95 
52 
30 6
148 07 
3
10 50 
. 23
Classis of Kingston.
Second Kingston..
Marbletown...,.
New Paltz.....
Glove........
Dashville Falls....
Rosendale.....Guilford... ....
Hurley.......St. Remy......
Bloomingdale...
Krumville.....North Marbletown 
Rochester......
41 95 
20 72 
172 20 
41 30
2 59
3 36 
8 74
38 40 
2 30
28 70 
4 33 
32 16 
19 08
5
42
24
75 65 
25 05 
246 36 
60 38
2 59
3 36 
8 7462 40 
2 30
FROM
CnUHCIIE.S
North Classis of L. I.
Newtown.........
Oyster' Bay.......
Sayville....;......
Flushing.........
Queens..........
Locust Valley......
First Astoria......East Williamsburgh...
South Bushwick....
Greenpoint.... ....
St. Peter’s.........
Bedford Avenue....
Jamaica.........North Hempstead...
Second Astoria.....
Second Newtown...
College Point......
Laurel Hill.......First Long Island City.
$32 18 
G3 00 
3
07 13 20 10 
25
05 00 
11 23 
88 30 
75 90 10
South Classis of L. I.
Flatbush..... ..First Brooklyn... 
East New York.. 
New Brooklyn...
Gravesend....
New Utrecht...
New Lots......
Flatlands.....South Brooklyn .. 
Twelfth Street... 
On-the-Heights... 
Middle, Brooklyn 
North, "
East, “
Second Flatbush..
990 08 
580 84 
22 35 
10 
50
138 00 110 
38 73 
18 58 
71 28 1304 73
41'45
Classis of Michigan.
Macon and South Macon...
Hope, Holland........
Centrcville...........
Constantine..........
Macon....... *......
South Bend..........
First Grand Kapids.....
829 89
Classis of Monmouth.
First Freehold 
Holmdel...
45 97 
91 28
FROST 
S. SCHOOLS
FROSI
intuvtd’ls
$15
$125
113 
39 23 
9 55
35
- 2 50 5‘5
108307
20
45 87 3
20 2534
135
109 25
•
• 33 12
$47 18 
03 00 
307 13 
145 10 
25
213 00 
50 40 97 85 
75 96 17 50 
5
1098 08 
893 84 
22 35 10
70
187 47 
, 110 
83 73 
52 58
71 28 
1499 73109 25 
41 45
329 89 
57 12 
15 
13
2 25 8
45 97 
91 28
CLASSES AND CHURCHES.
Classis of Monmouth.
CONTINUED.
Second Freehold......Colt’s Neck..........
Long Branch.........
Spotswood...........
Middletown..........
Keyport............
Highlands............Asbury Park.........
Classis of Montgomery.
Canajoharie..........
Fonda..............Currytown...........
Fultonville...........Mapletown...........
Glen...............
Hagaman’s Mills......
Ephrata... .........
Fort Plain...........
Herkimer............
Florida.............
Stone Arabia.........
St. Johnsville.........
Port .TacKson.........
Auriesville..........
Columbia.......... ».
Fort Herkimer........
Henderson...........
Indian Castle........ !
Manheim............
Mohawk............
Spraker’s Basin........
Classis of Newark.
North Newark..... .
First Newark.........
Second Newark.......
East Newark.........
First Orange.........
Belleville............Stone House Plains.....
Clinton Avenue, Newark...
Irvington...........
Franklin............
West Newark........
Linden.... ........Woodside...........
CHURCHES S.
$88 81 30
10 30
20
18825
487
20
18
10121
55 81 10 02 
22 74 
8
418 07 
335 58 
124 30
11
20
75
Hi
50
10 80
FROM 
 SCHOOLS
FROM
INDf.VtD’LS
$198
$32 90 
2 05 
5 71 20
40
13
18 87
1410 41
20
7
TOTAL.
$236 81 30
10 30
20 41 
220 90 
27 69 73 80
7 75 00 58 
18 51 10
121 16 
13
55 81 10 02 41 01
8
1829 08 
335 18 
144 80 
11 37 
27 30 
75 01 
16 
50
10 80
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CLASSES AND CHUNCHES. FROMCHURCHES
FROM 
S. SCHOOLE
FROM
INDtVID’LS TOTAL. , ' .
Classis of N. Brunswick.
First New Brunswick... $162 15 $228 $100 $490 15• Griggstown.......... 25 70 14 40 40 10MiHstone....... .... 87 05 47 i <u ns »'Second New Brunswick.... 392 43 123 515 43Middlebusli....... .... 131 17 10 141 17Third New Brunswick... 50 50East Millstone........ 28 32 9,R %9, 1Bound Brook........ . 20 55 5 25 55Metuchen........... 22 2 24Franklin Park........ 195 13 1ft5 13 -
Classis of New York. •
South New York...... 994 16 ID 1004 10Collegiate........... 2054 93 50 501 39 2606 32 ' .Knox Memorial....... 74 37 • 74 3729th Street Mission..... 23 70 100 123 70Mott Haven........ .. 18 62 18 62 ‘Harlem............. 86 01 50 130 01Brighton Heights.. .... 24 43 24 42 ’High Bridge.......... 30 62 9, f>0 33 19, -Sixth Avenue......... 46 45 9 5 60 45Prospect Hill......... ■ 120 25 145 'Houston Street........ 50 50 100Thirty-fourth Street....
Port Richmond_____ _ 51 47 44 51 47 44Madison Avenue... .... o 5
Bloomingdale......... 5 • 5Huguenots........... 13 60 13 60 ' ’Richmond........... 8 50 9 8 50Avenue B and oth Street... 5 5Amelia, Va.......... 16 17 16 17Mattoax, “ .......... 6 83 ' 6 83- “Fourth German . .......
Holland........... ..
Brookfield, Conn......
Norfolk Street.......
Classis of Orange.
Port Jervis.......... 166 65 20 1 fifi fiS 'Newburgh........... 124 95 85 209 95New Prospect...'...■... 30 ’ 30 -Shawangunk....... . 7 63 7 63Ellenville........... • 54 42 25 79 42Berea.............. 15 15Warwarsing.......... 31 31Lower Waipack....... 7 30 °J' il7 30New Hurley......... in 10Cuddebackville........ 5 5Wallkill Valley........ 7 37 4 11 37Callicoon ....'..... . 2 51 2 51 _
V
Classis of Orange.
CONTINUED.
Fallsburgh..... ....
Walden.. ..........
Montgomery.. ......Bloomingburgh......
Clary ville..........Fremont............
Grakamville........Hortonville.........
Jeffersonville......Kerhonkson........
Mamakating ....*.....Minnisink..........
Upper Waipack......
Classis of Paramus.
North Passaic.........
West New Hempstead...Tappah......... ...
Clarkstown. .........
Acquackanonk... .Paramus............
Nyack..............
Second Paterson......
Pascack............
First Holland, Paterson.... 
Broadway, Paterson.......Saddle River.........
Spring Valley.........Piermont.... '.......
Warwick............
Holland, Hohokus......
Holland, Passaic......Ramapo....... •....
Ramseys............
Ridgewood....... ....
Classis of Passaic.
Wyckoff.........Pomp t o n ... ......
Fairfield. . . . . . . . . . .
Boardville........
Montville.........
First Paterson......
Preakness.........
Little Falls........
Boonton..........
Pompton Plains.....
Sixth Holland, Paterson. Ponds...........
FROM
CHURCHES
$6 40 91 47 
600
82 24 
32 44 
34 25 
85 10 
227 50 
111 64 
222 77 
50 
5 75 
3 34 
76 33 
36 70 
36 40 
71 78 
71 22
25 85 
85 35 10 10
41 14 
4 35 
13 20
72 56
FROM 
S. SCHOOLS
FROM
individ’ls
$91- 92
20
200
56
50 128 09 50 
5
107 22
3 50
25 26 
47 57
5
$6 40 
91 47 
600
174 16 
32 44 34 25 
105 10 
427 50 
111 64 
406 86 
150 
10 75 
3 34 
86 33 
43 92 
36 40 
71 78 
71 22
29 35 
85 3510 • 10
25 26 
88 71
4 35 
1320
72 56
5
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CI,ASSES AND CHUIiCIIES.
FKOM
CJIUKCirES
FKOM 
S. SCHOOLS
FKOM
individ’ls •totaL/
Classis of Philadelphia.
$47 38 
'100
$47 38
First Philadelphia....... $165 
30 28
$2 267
North and Southampton... 61 64 91 92 111 76111 76
Addisville............. 37 67 20 - 57 67
Clover Hill......... ... 11 60 5 16 60
Three Bridges.......... 7 7
Rocky Hilf.... . . / 88 88
Fourth Philadelphia..... / 16 62 70 10 90-62
151 15 30 181 15
25 25
44 84 44 84
12 50 12 50
Stanton.............
Classis of Poughkeepsie.
67 09 96 25 163 34
101, 20 101 20
45 17 45 17
19 09 19 09
Millbrook.............. 43 21 33 58 136 57 213 36 
29 80Fishkill................ 29 80
14 78 31 92 31 23: 91 
20Hyde Park............. 23 90Hopewell.............. 20
Fishkill Landing......... 71 21 71 21 225 91225 91
Cold Spring. *...........
Classis of Raritan*
132 28 50 34 09
* 1
104 59
Bedminster............ • 71 20 26 81 63 178 83
7 07 1 - 8 07
32 63 32 63 
60 2830 28 10
76 45 76 45
Branchville............ 11 16 69 62 5 85 78
25 03 50 ;75 03
4 v 4
78 09 50 128 09
8 21 67 29 67 
204 53Easton................ 153 12 46 41 5
5 08 5 08
3 02 3 02
Central Plainfield.......
Clinton Station... ......
CLASSES AND C1IUBCHE8. FROMCHURCHES
FROM 
S. SCHOOLS
FROM
endivid’ls TO'fAL.
Classis of Rensselaer.
Stuyvesant............. $7 0 74 $85 50Schodack Landing....... 12 12Chatham Villager....... 95 78 $123 218 78Kinderhook.... ....... 527 06 '189 07 25 741 13Second Ghent.......... 14 56 86 70 80East Greenbush......... 53 53Blooming Grove......... 5 50 5 50First Ghent............ 70 70Schodack.............. 15 15Nassau................ 93 82 10 18 104.Castleton.............. 48 48New Concord..........
Stuyvesant Falls........
Classis of Saratoga. -•
Union Village.......... 67 96 67 90South West"Troy........ 90 94 •7 1 97 94-
Saratoga.............. 28 50 78West Troy............. 91 21 91 21Cohoes................ 81 81Buskirk’s Bridge........ 15 50 15 50Boght...... T.........
Easton................
Fort Miller............
Gansevoort............
Northumberland........
Rensselaer.............
Schaghticoke...........
Wynantskill...........
Classis of Schenectady.
Niskayuna............. 35 18 2 50 37 (58Lisha’s Kill............ 80 29 80 29Princetown.......... 5 25 5 25First Rotterdam....... 14 11 14 11
Glenville............ 76 10 76 10
First Schenectady...... 41 38 41 38Amity...... ....... 9 9Cranes ville........... 1 50 1 50Scotia.............. 5 5
Second Schenectady....
Second Rotterdam......
Helderberg..........
Classis of Schoharie. A
Beaverdam........... 21 35 9,1 35Schoharie........... 22 45 99 45
Berne............... 28 50 30 50 50Middleburgh......... 6 02 6 02
CLASSES and churches.
FROM
CHURCHES
• Classis of Schoharie.
CONTINUED.
FROM 
S. SCHOOLS
FROM
tndivid’ls TOTAL.
' Gallupville......
Lawyerville.....
Schoharie Mountain
North Blenheim__
Breakabin......
Sharon..... .
Gilboa........
Eminence......
Central Bridge...
Classis of Ulster.
First Kingston... ....
Blue Mountain........Ch. of Comforter, Wiltwyck
Caatsban............
North Esopus.........
West Hurley...... .Flatbush, Ulster Co.....
Saugerties . ..... ......
Plattekill...........
Shokan.. ...........
Woodstock....... ..
Esopus ..:...........
Shandaken. .........
$71 68 10
38 60 
47 44 
10 71 12
112 97 
27 64 
3 25 
7
$51 13
88 19 
56
18 65
$12 <
* * V * * *
10 ' 't
140
'$122 81 10
88 19 
106 60 
66 09 
10 71 22
252 97 
27 64 
3 25 
7
Classis1 of 'Westchester.
Yonkers......
West Farms ......Second Tarrytown
. Bronxyille.....
First Tarrytown ..
Peekskill......
Mount Vernon....
Hastings ......Courtlandtown . ..
Fordham......
Greenburg.....
Greenville....
Melrose.......
Unionville.....
132 
36 14
17 09 
113 72
84 33 
90
150 240
ioo
111,
10
522 
36 14 100 
128 09 
113 72 10
84 33 
90
Classis of Wisconsin.
Holland, Neb ... 
Holland, Wis ...
Alto .......
Franklin.....
Greenleaf, Minn. 
Danforth _ _ __
40
132
99
4210
18 75 
110
22 72 20
40 91 
106 08 
100 55 
52
33 65 
20
CLASSES AND CHURCHES.
FROM 
CHURCHES
Classis of Wisconsin.
CONTINUED.
FROM 
S. SCHOOLS
FROM 
individ’ls
Gibbsville........
Milwaukee.......South Holland, Ills...
Bethlehem.......
Foreston........
Fulton..........High Prairie......
Oostburg. .......
Silver Creek......
Chicago........
Peoria..........Ebenezer.... ...Sheboygan Falls...
Second Holland, Neb 
Lansing........
$112
10
115
47
9120
30
29
191
50
45
35
40
$10
$20 23 47
4 57
10 • '
2 40 
10 ' 4 25
$122 50 
53 47 
115 
52 02 
91 35 
20 
40
29 40 
193 40 
14 25
60 R E P O R T  O N
INDIVIDUALS NOT THROUGH CHURCHES.
Anonymous, Utica, N. Y __$5
A friend of the Arcot Mis­
sion.............. 1,000A Lady.............. 10
A hearer of debates of Gen­
eral Synod, Kingston, N.Y. 50 
Mrs. T. G. Whitehead, N. Y.City.. .............  40
Cash................  25
Cash................  5
H ...............  20
Miss Annie Hopkins, New
Portland, Me........
A Friend, Meridian, N. Y ... 5
Mrs. L. S. Ferris, Poughkeep­
sie, N. Y...........  5
A Friend'.... :........  28
A Friend, Glasco, N. Y ...  12
Rev. H. A. Raymond.... 5
A Friend..... .......  20
Mrs. T. E. Annis, Holland,Mich...':......... :.. 10
Mrs. H. Righter, Brooklyn,
N. Y ..............  10
Mrs. Charlotte Ward, Rah­
way, N. J......   10
Rev. ‘E. C. Scudder, M. D ... 15 
Rev. John Forsyth, D.D.... 25 
A friend of the Missionary
• Society’s work.....•___500
A few friends, Albany, N. Y.100
Never mind who........ 25
A friend, for starving poor in
India... ........... 10
A Friend... .......   15
A friend to the Arcot Mis­sion.............. 5
Rev. Wm. Brush......  5
Members of Ref. Church,
Kingston, N. Y ...... 72
Miss Clara Yiele, Ballston,N. Y .............  5
Miss A. Greenleaf, Philadel­phia, Pa.......... 500
Mrs. J. Skillman Terhune,
Mt. Rose, N. J......  30
C. C., Pittsford, Mich... 10
A Friend, Ridgewood, N. J.. 5
a . p......:........ 50
A friend to the famine stricken 10
Mrs. H., Astoria, L. 1... 5
Privilege............ 2
. Rev. F. P. Beidler, Collins­
ville, 111...........  3
Mrs. Quackenbush and Miss i Fisher, Hackensack, N. J. 10
J. Matilda Mygatt, Paris, 
France.............100
50
50
A. C. Van Buyne, Pine Brook,N. J..........  ... $26 15
Miss Clara M. Jansen....  5
A Lady, Newark, N. J...  25
A Friend, Athens. N. Y...  2 >
Maria L. Whitbeck, Ithaca,
n .y ...... .......   1Mrs. John Skillman, Brook-
Ivn, L. I............ 100
G. L. S..............  5
A Friend.... ........  30
Box 21, Ridgewood, N. J.... 5 
Missionary Box by E. R. A ... 25 
A Friend, West Troy, N. Y. ,5 
E. Hendrickson, Brooklyn,L. I...............  15
J. W. P.... .........  1
A Friend, Fayetteville, N. V. 15 B. B. B., Boonton, N. J..... 3 
A minister’s widow of the
• Classis of Ulster......__20
Cash..... ..... ,__ __ 2
Mrs. Fannie Collier, Boonton,N. J..............  5
A Friend............  10
T. Tillema, Randolph Centre,
N. J..............  3
A Friend...........  11
A. F. Pruyn, New York__10
Simon Shindler, Elizabeth,N. J............    50
Rev. Wm. H. Ten Eyck, D.D. 25
Mrs. Anna C. Kip....... 70 ■
W. AY. Kip, Esq........  50
Faith at AVork.. ....... 3 25
Rev. W. L. and Mrs. C. E. 
Johnson, Orangeburgh, S.C. 1 50Rev. A. M. Mann, D.D...  5
J. A. Smith, Woodbourne, ‘
N.Y......... :...... 2 10
Mrs. M. E. Vroom, Trenton,
N. J...............  10Airs. A. M. Fox, Danube,
N. Y ................ 1
A Friend of the cause. __   17
Airs. F. H. J.. ........  50
A friend of Foreign Alissions,Owasco, N. Y... . ....200
Jas. E. Hedges... ..... 100
A Friend, Holland, Alich___ 10
P. Berghuis, “ “ .... 2
Prof. G. J. Kollen, Holland,
Alich........... ... ... 10
H. W. Verbeck, Holland,Alich......•........  5
Total.........$3,629 50
Miscellaneous.
Elm Sabbath-school, Voorhees Station, N. J... .•........ $7
Dutytrefunded................  .............. 11
Interest on Security Funds....................  1,794 86
Young Ladies of Bethany Mission, N. Y. City........  1 51
Premium on specie............................  3 65
Mission Sabbath-school, Pella, Iowa...............   1 25
Sabbath-school Certificates..................   30
From the Woman’s Board............. . ........  715
Young Ladies’ Missionary Circle, New Centre, N. J......  150
Union Sabbath-school, West Ghent, N. Y .............  3 02
American Tract Society for Japan.........    100
Postage overpaid— ...........................  90
Freedman’s'Mission, Orangeburgh, S. C.............. 50
$2,788 99Deduct collection expenses of Classis of Holland, Wisconsin, 
and Grand River... ........................  8 53
Total............................. .... $2,780 46
Legacies. .
Miss Sallie Graham, Schenectady, N. Y ............... $14 500
Gussie Gano, Griggstown, N. J.... ...............  1 62
Mrs. W. Y. V. Wendell, Brooklyn, L. 1.............. 25
Mrs. Roxanna Childs, Utica, N. Y .......■..........  608 84 *
Mary W. Slocum, N. Y. City....................  50
Total $15,185 46
REPORT ON . •
EEOEIPTS FROM CLASSES. '
Classes of Sy n o d 
of
N e w  York.
CHURCH
CONTRI­
BUTIONS.
FROM
SABBATH
SCHOOLS.
FROM
INDIVIDU­
ALS.
TOTAL. D
Hudson...............
Kingston..............
North Long Island-- ---
South Long Island......
New York.. . . .......
Orange... ............
Poughkeepsie..........
Westchester.. ..........
$981 04 
331 56 
461 56 
3,443 24 
3,668 85 
1,147 19 
640 59 
473 28
$163 11 
108 27 
294 28 
85 87 
284 
31 51 
111 89 
150
$30
47
60
721 25 
52 889 
115
252 82 
’ 401
$1,174 15 
'486 83 
815 84 
4,250 36 
4,481 74 , 
1,293 70 
1,005 30 
1,084 28
Albany.
$11,147 31 $1,228 93 $2,215 96 $14,592 20
Albany ...............
Cayuga................
Geneva........ .......
Greene................
Montgomery...........
Rensselaer. ............
Saratoga..............
Schenectady...........
$960 36 
349 61 
358 96 
155 13 
562 11 
1,010 90 
374 61 
262 81 
78 32 
341 29
$92 66 
125 31 
7 83 
. 17 10 
73 13 
379 11 
50 
2 50
$1,002 
509 52 
26 50 
. 25 
00
110 50 
7 
5
30
152
$2,061 02 
984 44 
393 29 
197 23 
695 24 
1,500 51 
431 01 
270 31 
• 108 32 
717 26Ulster.......... ...... 223 97
Chicago*
$4,460 10 $971 61 $1,027 52
f
$7,359 23
Grand River... ........
Holland......... .....
Illinois................
392 18 
594 03 
179 66 
100 14 
972 42
$ 41 98 
195 06 
112 
33 12 
52 40
$62 50 
279 01 
10
$496 66 
1,068 10 
. 301 66
133 26 
1,144 58Wisconsin . ............ 119 76
N e w  Brunswick.
$2,238 43 $434 56 $471 27 $3,144 26
Bergen .:..............
South Bergen.. ........
$565 65 
783 70 
216 30 
1,068 63 
1,114 50 
1,147 46 
282 25 
690 1( 
657 1c
$50 
138 19
$601 02 
473 74 
198
1,417 41 
287 
213 09 
3 5C 
92
136 7S
$1,216 67 
1,397 69 414 36 
2,500 04 
1,643 90 
1,765 09 
363 58 1,047 44 
1,080 05
Newark............
New Brunswick.......
Paramus...— ......
Passaic...,..........Philadelphia.... ....
Raritan............
= 20 
242 40 
405 14 
77 83 
265 26 
292 2C
1 $6,525 IK $1,491 04 $3,424 46j$11,441 42
TREASURER’S ANNUAL REPORT.
The Board of Foreign Missions of Reformed Church in America, 
in account with G A M A L I E L  G. S M I T H ,  Treasurer.
■ Dr. '
AllCOT MISSION.
April 30, 1877.
To cash paid drafts, &c................. $18,103 09
“ paid on account of Mission.........  7,004 40-------- $35,707 09
AMOY MISSION.
To cash paid drafts, &c.......
“ paid on account of Mission
10,910 43 
870 00
------ 11,781 03
JAPAN MISSION.
To cash paid drafts, Ac..................  13,334 53
“ paid on account of Mission..........  1,757 98
-------- 13,993 50
To cash paid Cor. Secretary’s salary..........  $3,700
“ Bookkeeper’s salary............. 500
Traveling expenses.. ......    570 75
“ on account of the “Gospel Field” ...’. 137 30
“ Postage, Foreign and Home,......  144 58
“ Rent of office................  438 93
“ Incidental expenses............. 55 41
“ Printing Annual Report, &c....... 500 36
“ Care of office, &c..............  53 33
“ Rent, P. O. box, fuel and gas, &c...  15
“ Books and Magazines...........  79 81
------- 5,344 10
“ Notes and loans................ 10,000
“ Interest on loans, &c............  3,043 94
“ Balance in Treasury
E. & O. E.
Loss by exchange... .......
1,338 70
$7(1067 43 
$8,369 44
R E P O R T .
<Jr.
May 1, 1870.
By cash balance in Treasury last report 
April 30, 1877.
By cash received from Churches.... $24,430 74 
. 4,121 14
$1,514 89
Sunday-schools
Individuals through Churches, 7,999 23 
•' not through Churches, 3,629 50
Legacies.... :...
Miscellaneous sources
15,185 40 
2,780 40
borrowed from Banks, &c.
58,152 53
11,000
$70,607 42
GAMALIEL G. SMITH, Treasurer.
New York, April 30th. 1877.
' *
We hereby certify that we have examined the foregoing account of the 
Treasurer of the Board of Foreign Missions of the Reformed Church in 
America, and have compared it with the vouchers and find the same cor­
rect, showing a balance due the Board of twelve hundred and thirty- 
eight dollars and seventy cents.
New York, May 13, 1877.
